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I

INTRODUCTION

My endeaver here is to bring forth the import
ance of a very recently developed field of medicine,
and one in which the scientific knowledge of the
physiology and chemistry of the maternal and fetal
organism is of paramount importance.

The field offers

many opportunities for research especially in the
causes of the high fetal mortality, and the early
diagnosis of the potential toxemic case who is prone
to accident during the _course of gestation.
Before 1923 the literature is filled with dis
cussions concerning the harmful effect of pregnancy
in the diabetic.

In fact, before 1923 very few dia

betic women ever became pregnant; probably because
those who developed diabetes in the first and second
decade never lived to maturity, or because of an
amenorrhea in the adult which was usually the rule
with most diabetics (1).

Usually the pregnant diabetic

before 1923 was one in which the diabetes developed
during the pregnancy.

Sherrill (1) states that diabetes

occurring in pregnancy was about three times as common
as pregnancy occuring in diabetics.

Meakins (2)

states "In the records of the :�ntreal General Hospital
up to 1923 there was not a single record of a diabetic
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woman going through a normal full term pregnancy."
Diabetes itself has been known down through
the ages and it is interesting to notice that
mention is made of attempts to find the cause and
a treatment for the disease.

Minkowski (3) made the

first attempt to utilize the pancrease in the defects
of carbohydrate metabolism by feeding the raw gland,
but with no results.

Mering (3) and Minkowski in

1889 depancreatized the famous Strassburg dog which
proved for the first time the cause of diabetes.
In 1911 Carlson (5) and Drennan found that a
normal unpregnant dog would develop glycosuria in
from eight to sixteen hours, but that pregnant dogs
near term did not develop glycosuria until after
delivery.

In 1913 Lafon (6) suggested that the

absence of glycosuria in the depancreatized pregnant
dogs might be due to the passage of fetal hormones
to the mother, and that the fetus was able to dis
pose of the excess of the maternal blood sugar by
oxidation or storage.

Macleod (7) gave the possible

explanations of how the islets accomplished the
control of the sugar.

He thought that possibly the

blood was modified while passing through the islet
tissue -- detoxicating stations --, or that the
islands produce an internal secretion ..
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Bantin and Best (8) did the first work on
extracts of the islets.

Their first extracts were

extracted with cold Ringer's solution.

These extracts

were variable in potency and due to the lack of
concentration had to be given intravenously.

Their

principle findings were that the extent and duration
of the reduction of the blood sugar varies directly
with the amount of the extract injected, and that
pancreatic juice destroys the active principle of the
extract.

They developed method-a by which the extract

could be concentrated and of a standard potency which
would be safe for subcutaneous injections and thus
came the evolution of insulin which, in the future,
would make it possible for sterile women to menstruate
and become pregnant and thus have children.
White states that there are about one hundred
thousand diabetic women of child bearing age in this
country.

At the known pregnancy rate of 10% about

ten thousand diabetic women or fifteen hundred
annually are concerned.
There seems to be some conflict of opinion
about the development, or inheritance of diabetes.
Joslin (10) believes that it is transmitted as a
recessive Mendelian trait.
also support this theory.

Pincus and White (11)
In their study of six
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hundred seventy five cases they believe it to be due
to the inheritance of a single recessive gene.

They

found in this series that the matings of carrier
times carrier 6 .8% of the ·off-spring showed hyper
glycemia.

In a mating of carrier times diabetic

it was 17.9% and in �iabetic times diabetic 25%
showed hyperglycemia.

They estimated that ab·ut

45% of the future diabetics could be detected many
years ahead of the clinical signs of the disease.
If the family history is known the .,'endelian hypo
thesis is very helpful in determining diabetes.
Before the time of insulin patients who develop
ed diabetes in the first and second decade of life
almost never reached maturity or motherhood.

In

fact, diabetes was not a real problem before the
time of insulin.
and did not

recause most women were sterile

ive birth to diabetic carriers.

Insulin increases fertility and holds the
disease in check (12}.

It saves the lives of children

who develop the disease and allows them to develop
to maturity, become pregnant and increase the number
of diabetics and carriers of dia etic genes.
Before insulin very few women bore children.
There is some disagreement as to the number of women
who became pregnant.

Potter and Adair (13) state.
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from a review of the lit�ratur� before 1922 that
only about

2% of diabetic women became pregnant.

In their series of one hundred seventy seven observ
ed since 1922 at01.t 15% of t he�e babies survived the
The following graph shows a

neonatal period. (13)

comparison of the incidence of accidents during preg
nancy in several s�ries both before and after insulin.
Living bil"ths
Number
%

( 9)

Prior to onset
of dfab�tes

Stillbirths
r
Number
/Q

I

f iscarriages.
or abortions.
:•
Numb-r
/-.J

115

72

27

17

18

11

Pre-insulin

57

56

23

22

23

22

Insulin era
White and
Joslins cases

69

66

18

17

18

17 •-

77

5

9

8

44

--
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Since the advent of insulin the entire manage
ment risk is lowered, life expectancy is increased
and the.biggest problem is the obstetrical manage
ment of the increasing number of pregnant diabetics.
Since 1922 many more cases have been studied
than before this time.

Doctor Q.P. Humpstone (14)

in a discussion of an article stated, "Insulin
benefits the mother, but gives us ver:,· few more
live babies than we got before insulin -- and that is
very few."
In the series of cases studied by Mengert and
Laughlin (15) during the twelve year period between
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1926 and 1938 there were thirty thre� babies born to
twenty eight diabetic mothers among a total of nine
thousand mne hundred five delivered women.

This

makes the incidence one in every two hundred S(Venty
six pregnancies.

(This figure is about three times

that reported by Kramer, Potter and Adair.}
The unfavora le effects of diabetes complicating
pregnancy are: 1. Accidents to the fetus,
toxerr..ia7,and eclampsia,
hypoglycemia,

I

2. Maternal

3. 11aternal coma, 4.

: aternal

In studying the statistics of the

pre-insulin and insulin areas there is surprisingly
little improvement in the fetal mortality.

The still- .

births dropped from 29% to 25% and the miscarriages
and abortions from 22% to 16%.
These fet�l accidents may be due to two main
causes (9} , namely, 1. Diabetic -- a lithal factor
in the egg,· hypoglyc-emia, acidosis, deficient diet, or
a lack of glycogen.
of

2. Non-diabetic causes -- excess

ituitary prolan A with consequent depression of

the function of progestin.
By the co-operation of obstetrition, internist
and laboratory technician each pregnant diabetic
can be individualized.

By so doing her metabolic

processes can be brought nearer to normal, therefore

9
her prognosis will be-improved and she can be insur
ed better health and a much better chance of dtliver
ing a normal live baby which will survive and recch
adulthood.
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II SIGNIFICANCE OF THE GLYCOSURIAS
The diagnosis of a diabetic during pregnancy
offers many pitfalls if one ls not on th• alert.
There are several conditions in which glycosuria may
occur.

These are namely Diabetes Mellitus, Diabetes

Inaipidus and Renal Glycosuria, or tho low threshold
kidney.

The latter is of no significance, because it

seems to be a rather common occurrence during pregnancy.
Sharkey (2) states that in reviewing the literature
various authors state that about thirty five to sixty
percent of non-diabetic pregnant women show glycosuria.
White (9) mentions several conditions

{starvation,

hyperactivity of the thyroid, pituitary and adrenal,
depletion of glycogen)

which are capable of low

ering the tolerance for sugar.
Glycosuria caused by diabetes mellitus is the
most significant and we are interested in its early
diagnosis and therapeutic correction.

Either, or both

of the other two conditions may co-exist with diabetes
mellitus in the same patient and thus lead to misdiag
nosis and improper treatment.
Diabetes �ellitus and Diabetes Insipidus rarely
co-exist in the same patient.

Greene and Gibson (16)

1n reviewing the literature in 1939 found only twenty
cases reported.

They believe, however, that in
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diabetes mellitus the persistent polyuria and low
urinary specific gravity are apt to be over looked,
and hence, the diabetes insipidus missed as a diagno
sis.

The two conditions may therefore exist more

commonly than previously supposed.
Renal glycosuria may co-exist, and does fre
quently, with diabetes me1litus and thMs le&d to larger l
doses of insulin than is nezessary.

It is useless

to attempt to get the urine sugar free in these
cases.

Wilder and Parsons (17) suggest that fre-.

quent blood sugar analysis be rµn in order to deter
mine whether one is dealing with a low threshold
kidney, or whether there 1s actually a high blood
sugar level.

John {[8) believes it is important to

do a glucose tolerance tast to determine the diabetic
from the non-diabetic with a renal glucosuria.

In

his seri�s of thirty three cases of glycosuria diab:tes
appeared in 45.5%.

The remaining cases were on the

basis of a low renal threshold and required no
treatment.
The glyeosuria in pregnancy might be explain
ed on the be.sis of an increased permeability of the
kidney for sugar.

Nevinny and Schretter (19) be

lieve that some cases can also be explained on �he
basis of an altera ti on iti the insulogenic apparatus •
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It wqs found by John (18) in his study of several
cases that the average normal pregnant woman has a
lowered renal threshold which begins to s_ill sugar
at about one hundred twenty three milligram percent
of blood sugar.

The average renal threshold for dia

betics is about two hundred twelve milligrams percent
of blood sugab.
The low renal threshold glycosuria does no
serious damage and hence, .r-equires no treatment.
It does, however, pr�duce a confusing situation in
that glycosuria is present even after the diabetes
is under control in cases where the two co-exist.
This leads to excessive use of insulin and the danger
of hypoglycemia with possible danger to the fetus.
Where the glycosuria is due to diabetes mellitus
the pathology is in the Islet of Langerhans.

Some

authors (8) (18) (20) (21) believe that the pituitary
gland produces a diabetogenic factor which acts upon
the Islands

of Langerhans.

Joslin (10) belleves that

it is the chromopl:i.ilic cells of .the pituitary which
exert the controling power over the Islet cells.·
Whatever the primary cause may be, with the failure
of the Islet cells to produce insulin we have a lack
of carbohydrate metabolism with a subsequent rise
in blood sugar causing a glycosuria.

The one and only
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treatment for a glycosuria of diabetes mellitus
origin is the administration of sufficient insulin·
to correct the carbohydrate metabolism.

This type of

glycosuria must be diagnosed and corrected early or
the patient will be in danger of hyperglycemia with
possible damage to the fetus from a stimulation of
the Islets of Langerfuans with a subsequent hypertrophy of the islets a·nd of producing a fetus of
abnormal size due to the added nutrition available.
The mother is also facing acidosis and coma, because
with the �aulty carbohydrate metabolism the protein
and fat metabolism will also fail, and the evidence
of ketone bodies will soon appear in the blood and
urine (9).
With a glycosuria due to diabetes insipidus the
pathology is in the posterior lobe of the hypophysis.
The posterior extract is owytoxic and causes contrac
tions of the uterus which are sufficient to cause
frequent premature lab_ors in cases of diabetes insipidus.
There has been donsidera::le inter�:st aroused
lately due to the recent observations associating
diabetes insipidus· with lesions of the posterior
hypophysis and diabetes mellitus with disfunction of
the anterior lobe of the pituitary (16).

Possibly

there is a closer relationship between the two
maladies than previously supposed.

15
Greene and Gibs.en (16) r�,port a case in which
the two conditions co-exis"t.
aggravated by pregnancy.

Both maladies were

In this case they treated

the patient by giving nasal insufflation of dried
posterior pituitary gland which diminished the poly
uria and polyd1ps1a, but did not produce painful
uterine contractions and the pat�ent went on to term
without an accident.
The glycosurias of pregnancy may or may not
be of significance, depending upon the pathology
causing the glycosuria.

The only way to evaluate

the significance is to diagnose the condition as to
the.cause and pathology back of it.

This requires

careful laboratory studies of the blood sugar levels,
sugar tolerance, fermentation tests and studies of the
specific gravity.
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III

N.ATERNAL MORTALITY

The literature shows that the greatest ben�fits
fron insulin has been in the lowering of the maternal
mortality.

At present the maternal mortality is

quite low.

Different authors state somewhat differ

ent figures due to the small number of patients
seen by many of the mep giving the reports.
Meakins (22) states that in the :Nontreal
General Hospital up to 1923 there is not a single re
cord of a diabetic woman going throug� a normal full
term pregnancy.

Hirschfeld (23) estimated the mortal

ity during the pre-insulin area to be 50%.

Williams(24)

puts the figure at 27%.
Bowen (25) in 193A in a complete review of the
literature of cas0s reported during the insulin area
finds the maternal mortality to be 6%.

In the Chicago

Lying-in Hospital where there is about one case in
every nine hundred deliveries which is a diabetic
there maternal mortality was 6.6%. (13)
Joslin (13) states that the maternal death
rate in his cases has not changed since the advent
of insulin.

He states that it was and still is 5%.

He makes mention however, that the causes of death
have changed from diabetic coma during the pre-insulin
era to obstetrical compl�cations since the advent of
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6.5% quoted by Bland (3.0).
It appears to me that most authorities believe
th�t each diabetic case should be individualized,
and careful studies made to determine in advance what
methods of.delivery should be used to insure the
lowest possible mortality.

The mortality is far to

high in the diabetic as compared to non�diabetics.
The future looks quite promising that the mortality
will be reduced.

By the obstetrician, internist and

laboratory techn1cia1 working together the potential
toxemic cases can oe predicted and observed closely
durin� gestation, and if necessary delivered by
Ceaar:·an section thus eliminating the strain of con
vulsions, prolonged labor and possible sepsis duri�g
the puerperal period.
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IV

FETAL l..(.;RTALITY

The r al menace of diabotes is to the unborn
child.

The sad part is that the diseas_

is very often

unsuspected or undiscovered until miscarriage or premature births occur, or until a living baby is born
which succumbs in a few hours to a few days after birth. 1
Even more sad is the case where the patient progrtss�s
normally neail'ly to ter�, the evidences of fetal life
disappear, her g,station period is .prolonged, and finally
she delivers a large, macerated baby.
Ronsheim (31) believes that the patients family
and past history should be studies early, and that
any history of abortion, premature or stillbirt4
should lead one to suspect diabetes.

Where any indica

tion leads one to suspect diab�tes a frequent urinalysis,
blood sugar levels, and sugar tolerance tf.iests should
be done.
The incidence of fetal deaths in various series
compiled ar

quite variable, probably due to small

series, and to the enclusion in the statistics of
a,· ortions and miscarriages.
White (9)

elievc.; s ·that the younger and older

mothers have a higher incidence of fetal deaths than
do the middle age group.

In her series where the

d�sease was well controlled, however, there was an
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incidence of only 15� d1�lng the first fear of the
dis .as�, whereas, after the first year the incid nee
rose to 50% for all ages.
Kramer (26) estimates that the incidence of
fetal mortality in the diabetic is five times as great
as in the non-diabetic.

In his collection of data

from the literatur� of two hundred thirty eight preg
nancies he gives the following statistics:
Diabetic
Number percent

survived
Stillbo�n
Died-with !n
three days

114

47.0

51

21.0

14

5.8

Ph lad•�i>hia
Hospital

P•llli•yivanla
liosRital

95.7

96.0

4.2 ,.

4.0

Joslin 1 s (10) seri.!S which were collected b:.tween
1898 and 1928, he had forty two living · abies, four
teen stillbirths, thirteen miscarriages, and six thera
peutic a···,ortions.
In the older obstetric books, such as Williams (�(f)
and De Lee {34), the incidence _of fetal death was stated
at a out 66%.
Bowen (25) states that with insulin, the in
cidence dropped to 37.-� and of_ this figure about 50%
are stillbirths.
Whites (32) s.tudy of Dr. Joslin's series of
two hundred seventy Ont pr�gnancies in one hundred
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ninety one women between 1Qg8 and 1935 found that about
one half of these cases were during the pre-insulin
era and one half during the insulin era.

She found the

incidenca of fetal mortality to b• only slightly im
proved.

Th• stillbirths have dropped from 29% to 25%

and the miscarriages and abortions have dropped from
Potter and Adair,. (13) in 1938 reported a aeries
of one hundred fifteen pregnancies in which they de
livered fifty seven live babies.

There were twenty

three stillbirths, twenty three abortions and mis
carriages, five therapeutic abortiona,and ■even deatha
.from undelivered mothers.

They cite Joslin's aeries of

one hundred thirty pregnancies since the advent of in■ulin in which 71% of those who proceeded to t•rm, delivered live babies.

They state that in the Chicago

Lying-in Hospital, where there is about on• diabatic
delivered in every nine hundred deliveries, there are
68.7% of the infants alive at the end of the neonatal
period.
Relating to Joalins (33) series, up to 1935,
which included one hundred twenty two pregnancies,
there were 57% of the caaes in which the fetu■ surviv
ed.

If thirteen therapeutic abortions are excluded

-

,• from the series, tb• percentage would be raised to 70%.
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Stillbirths were 19% miscarriages and abortions 19%.
There was on� ectopic pregnancy ana. thirteeen t:'1era
peutic a·bortions.
In a com;bin.ed Series of thre� hundred fifty
three pregnancies in two hundred forty two diabe tics
coll�cted by Whit , Titus, Joslin, and flunt (33)

showed that for all the cas._ s tai ulatrid in the pre- ·
insulin era the fetal mortality was 14%; while
during the insulin era the figure dropped to 38%.. They
found that during the pr�-insulin era t::.i- deaths
occurinr early and late in pregnancy w .ere about equal
in freqv.rncy.

deaths occuring

Durinf: the insulin era about 60:J wert ..
late in pregnancy, being stillbirths

and neonatal deaths.

The remaining 40�% were early

spontaneous abortions.
This same group of inve!·tigators (33) in
studying a serios of tw�nty one late prugnancy cases,
report twenty two Lnfants (one set of twins).

Six

teen ap.rvived; there were three deaths in-utero and
three dtaths occurred in the first day of life.
They state that two of the still births occured in
w�11 controlled cases.
From the above fi3urus cited from various
series and several workers it is quit

evident th�t

the incidence offatal- mortality is very high and one
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of the biggeest problems met within the
diab�tic.

pregnant

In addition to this bigb mortality rate

the infant of a diabetic moth�r is predispos�d to
asphyxia and hJpoglyc mia aft rebirth (33).·
We often

hsar it said that one should do a

CesarEan sectlon shortly after via�ility in a diab�tic
to save th child.

This procedur-e carries an added

mortality from the standpoint of the baby, since the
baby d�livered by this procedure is prematurfj.
Wilcox, cit�d b;v Herrick and Tillman (29),
in a review of tbree hundred cases of prematur� births,
found a mortalit� of 25% regardless of the method of
delivcrJ. Frot, this flgure it does not seem justifi
able to me to do a l'esarean section on every pa.ti nt.
Herrick and Tillman (29) report a st1ric s of cases wher!
no intsrruption was done, and with all cases consider
ed their fetal mol:'tality rato was only 28.3%. In
oth•r words the fetal death rat� in this seri s was only
3.3:) hi:".her than tho mortality which would be normally
expected from a similar number of cases subjected to
pr.maturo doliverv.
The outlook for 16wering the incedence of the
fetal death l:'ate in the futuro arems very pl"omising
t·o me.

I be:l.iove that with the aid of chemical blood

and urine analysis, for the proper diagnosis of these
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cases, one will be able t.c tell where tbe pathalo:y
is and what is ne�ded in the way of th:-rapy to lower thr::
incidence.

I believe that th<:.!r�: is a dc.licate

endocrine imbalance which is at fault and which is
responsible for the hi�r incidence of fetal mortality. If
this is tru(l, proper endocrine theraJ :,- should lower the
incidence.

I will discuss this in mor� detail

in a later chapter.

In a late articl�(l939)by W hitt, Titus,

Joslin a.nd Hunt (33) they rr.ported an experimental
s�rios which pr tty well illustrates my abov� stat
ment.

In fourteen of their cases the blood prolan

was normal. Of

these,

tbtr e was onlj, one d�ath or 7% which

occurred two hours aftL·r birth and which was diagnosed
as asphyxia pallida. This infant had a family
history of diabetes in both grandmothers.
In t-1n of their patients the blood problem

was supernormal and rose in six of the cases until tGrm.
There occurred in this group, three deaths from tl8!xen1 ia
and three d�aths from premature delivery or in other
words 60% mortal 1 ty.

In another group of nine patients

in which the blood prolan was supernormal, estrin and
progestin therapy were instituted.

Eight of these

patients had a successful outcome.

In the one fatality

the therapy had been reduced after the prolan
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had reached normal va�es.

Soon aft�r this the prolan

rose and an intra uterine fetal death occurred.
This seems to give evidenct of a possiblt way
of lowering the fetal mortality in the future to a
percentage nearin� that for the non�diab�tic.
The statistics show the death rate of �ho
child to rang� between 37% and 65, with the collect
ive figur-..: s found by Kramer (26) to be 43'..,,.

This

high mortality rate arouses one. to wonder just what
is the cause of all the.so accidents.

In searching the

literaturl[: tor the causes of fetal deaths one finds
a wide variety of sugg�sted causes.

Among the long

list of aclaimed causes of fetal deaths are increased
size of f.•tus; Hydramnios; cong.:nital defects;
abortions; stillbirths; uncontrolled diab0tes; hypo
hlyceimia; asphyxia; abnormal endometrium; tox.mia;
hyperthyroidism and vitamino deficiency.
Tillman (29} stat. that the

H rrick and

fact that a diabetic

mother·losr,s ht-r fetus is hot proof that a metabolic
disorder is r·.sponsible for the unsucc ssful pregnancy.
They bolicve one should look farther and search for
such caus�s as toxemia, hormonal dof�cts, and so forth.
They also bt:lieve that from the standpoint of the fetus
that hyperglycemia and acidosis ar!' far gre.at,_r
threats to lifo than is_hypoglyccmia.
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They mention five of their patients who were in

acidosis and four of th em bore ruac�rat d stillbirths or
miscarriag.s.

Fourte�n of th eir patients who develorod

hypo�lyccmia and some �ven reaching coma. The timo of

their reaction varL... d from the s.Jcond month to the day

before delivery and all fourteen
borc> 11 V8 ba:.ios.

White, Titus, Joslin and Hunt (33) sive the

three most fr".!lqut.nt causes of .fetal death as 1. early

spontaneous aLortion; 2. stillbirth, and 3. neonatal

tyf•e of 9-eath which is common within twenty

after delivery.

four hours

Herrick and T111man (29) state tha_t there is ·

usually a marked chang� in tolerance for insulin be
tween the sixth and ninth month of gestation •• The

tolerance may improve or it may decrease.
that a decline in tol�rance

They beli"e ve

over a very short time if

not tr�ated may be suffici�nt to cause th� death of the
fetus.

Pottor and Adair {13) believe that if the

d iab.-� te s is no . t controll�d the infant may succu.rr.b
before delivery and may show maceration of varying

degree, or it may attain an abnormal sixd and die as a
rosult of birth trauma.

It may even be apparently

normal at delivery·and succumb soon afterward.

They be

lieve that death befor� labor is due to a transmission
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of abnormal metarolic products which interf re with
the normal physiology of the infant.
In going through the lit�ratur

there is con

siderable mention about the larg, fetus of dia.br. tic
mothers.

Allen (35) stat�s that approximately 60%

of the infants born to diab tic mothe:,s weighed eight
pounds or over.

Th� largest of the series reported

weighed fourtee·n pounds and four ounces.
Potter and Adair (13) believe that the ine
cr��s� in size of the fetus is due to the incrcas,d
amount of available food due to hy1 �rglyce1 ·ia.
The· believe that infants surviving until
term the outcotm c ·depends lar.:._cly on the degl:'ee to
which th� maternal diab. ties was controlled.

They

b�liove that if the urine is kept sugar free by diet and
insulin and if acidosis has not occurred, a live born
infant within normal limits of size will probe.bly be de
livered.
Allen (35) how ever, noticed a similar incr�aso
in size of th� fttus in non-diab�tic glycosurils
(a ten pound bab: being the largest ).

He b�lievcs this

indicates that· the increas� in size of th._ fetus is not
due to hyper:_,lycemia, b ecaus ,.e in thes _ the
blood sugar level is usually b�low normal.

He also

observed that the diaQJ tics w ho gained the most \':�irht
during pr�gnancy were the ones w ho mos; frequently
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gave birth to the lar�st babies.

This was not

particularly noticeable in the non-diabetic patients.
Whit

(9) in one of her articles mentions that

the gr�atest growth of the f tus occurs during th'· last

two months of pregnancy, and that during this time
1xtreme hyr r�lycemia was not obs,.rved in her series of
patients.
this time.

Tbe blood sugar level is usually normal at
Therefore, it appears that the insulin, fat

and sugar do not seem to be probaTule causus of the
increase in size of the fetus.
Herrick and Tillman {2 9) make th� statement that
the child of a diabetic is as likely to be underweight
as over wei.:!ht.

F'rom their review of the literature

they found that of all the viabl� births
12.2% were underweight and 26.5.:. wero.: overwtight.
This seems to .further support th• idea that the
hyperglycemi.a of the mother has little or nothinc to
do with the incroas_ in size of the infant.
Wildor and Parsons (17) believe that•abnormally
larg�

1

abies may occur only if the diabetrs of the

mother is ne�lected.

In their series the babi�s

wer,all small which they b lieve was �ue to a low
carbohydrate aiet.

Tl�y concludod from this that the

young of animals fed on d'iets poor in carbohydrgte

-

during pregnancy would b� small but healthy.
maintain

They

that th• increase in s�e is due only to the added
carbohydrat ., and that thi:: lipemia has no effect
as it is not transmitted across the placenta •.
seems to
Th�re

br.

.'

some argument as to whether fat cross�s

the placental barrier or not. (36) t37)
Kramer (26) makes the·.statement that the
overdev··lopment of the frtus may be dt;i.e partly to tho
hyper lycemia of the mo£her, but also possibly to an
abnormal function of tho pituitary causing an
increased sl{::: letal development.

This St'!ems to be a

very logica·l conclusion and would fit in with my
scheme

of a hormonal imbalance causing the high incidence of

fetal mortality.

Another condition which is often acclaimed
as a cause of fc:tal death is hydramnios.

Wilder

and Parsons (17) state that it is a frequent
occurr�nce in the pregnancy of diab�tic women.

They

believe that it may be attributed to fetal diuresis
provoked by hyperglycemia.

They cite a cas�

observed,by Labbe' and Couveair� in which the
hydramnios would dev:elop wh�never the patient
ne�lectcd the diet, and would disappear again on
return t� the strict regeme.
Potter and Adai'r

(13} report hyd.tiamnios as a

fr�qUt3nt finding and usually associated with deiath of
the fe tus.
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Kl'anf'r (26) finds from r-!:vicwin __ the r::.ported
cases in the lit-_ereture

that hydranmios has beon

.t'8duccd since the use of insulin from 27% to 11%.
Just how much significanc� can ta placed upon
hydramnios as a caus�! of fetal dea:th is debatable but at
any rat_ it can be pr tty w 11 controlled by th·�

use of insulin.

From the abov_ figur s it has bren

reduced about two and one half times so if it is a very
gr�at factor in the caus� of frtal death it's effi=-ct has
boen gre:atly reduc_d by the us_ of insulin.
From the roports of various observers (33)
( 29)(18)(10)( 9) the incidenc

of conginital defects

in infants of dilb.tic mothers is very common.
Herrick and Tillman (2 ) r:...,ntlon the most common f<:'!tal
anomalies as b�ing nonst.rs, congenital heart losions,
meningoc 1 , mongolian idiots and gastro-int�stinal
atr�sia.
In th• s eries of thirty five patif!nts studiud
by White, Titus, Joslin and Hunt (33) they report three

cong nital def,�cts ,or about 8.5.�.

In this s eries th�

congenital def(;Cts were as follows. (1} Club foot, claw
hand, web toP.s, r..issing fingers, ana probably
feeble minded; (2) A congenital heart lesion; (3)
A congenital luYation qf both hip joints.

All of these

abnormalitius occurred in a group of pationts who

wer· dia6 nos�a as having aLnormal hormone 1 vels.
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Two of th_ def�cts occurr(d in the infants of patients
who were rec2iving tr�atmen

for the abnormal hormone

Fron, the al.ave report it would appear that th�
inc.:!.denc� of conge:nital defects. were very high in the
group of patients who had abnormal hormone levels,
and that there might be some connection or
controlling influence of the maternal hormones over
the normal development of the fetus in u tero.

If

this be true a more adequate and thorough correction
of th:··

::5

ef ective hormonal balanc

may re::iuce con-

siderabll th"' anomalies occ"1;.r:..n,_: in

-=

is be tic infants.

Another condition in the fetus which niight

w�ll be consid""'r•ed a cong:...nital defect or anomelly

is the hypertrophy and hyperplasia of the islands of
Langerhans
.

John (18) sugg�sts that glucose is a

stimulant to the insulogenic apparatus and hence the
cause of this hypertrophy and hyperplasia of tr�"' f .... tal
islets in the uncontrolled or poorly controlled
diab�tiic mother.

This a·�normality- occurs in a v.r., hi

.h pi;rccnt of cas<:s and is without a doi.;bt a very gr�at

factor in the caus

of n<.:onatal deaths.

very- nice 1, explain·ed _by John {18).

The mechanism is

He states that

the high blood sugar could brini, about an over abundant

insuloJenic aE_parctus in th� fwtus, which as lo?g as it
has to deal with the mat rnal hyp.:r:.._lycomia adjusts
itself to that lev... l and function.

,\lb.en the fetus

is born tn( over ac.:ive organ and the limited food supply
becomes a boomoran;_:: and. kills the baby b.y hyperin�n1 linism
or hyPol:. lycemia.

This anomally should b� fairly easy to

correct if the patient is soen
,early, is co�operati ve, and is kept on a we 11controll
ed regeme.

This will of cours e required frequent

blood sugar analysis, glucose tolerance tests and
urinalysis.

Abortions are another of the causes of fetal

mortall t y an'd rank quite high in the incidence.
There ara tw� types of abortions conc erning the
diab�tic namely, the therape.y tic abortion �On{' in those
cases where the diabetes can not be controlled for one
reason or another, or in the case where the added strain
o� pregnancy is thought to be of too great a danger on
the mother.

Potter and

Adair (13) believe that it is

eccasionally necessary to do a therapeutic abortion in
the dieb�tic, b&cause

of the increased difficulty in

controlling the blood sugar
level during pre�nancy due to a variable d�grcu of
insulin tolerance.

Peckla.m (38) stat_s that under

caroful supervision he sees no reason why a t• �rapeutic
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a.bortion should be done in the av ra. c.. t diabetic women,
b!"ca.us:. h!3 belitves the:, pass through a childbearing
career with a r easons.bld

degre� of safety.

The other type of abortion, and by for the
biggc st prob,lem for the obstetrician, is the spontan
eous abortion or misfcarriage.

The incidence of this

type of fetal mortality is quite high and as yet insulin
has not rt.duced th

incidence appreciably.

Whit" (9)

gives the incidence of misscarriagL or abortion as
22% prior to insulin and 17% during th.e insulin era.
{Thes

fi:_;ures a.re an .av1:Jra0e of colletod figures

in the literature).

She gives the incidenee of abor

tion in her own and Joslin's cases observed during
the insulin era as 14 .
Several workers (13) (32) {9) in th6ir ob
serva.tions fee1 that the spontaneous abortion during
the early months of pregnancy are due to an abnormal
endometrium.

White (32) feels �hat the early abortion and

misscarria.ge may be.due to a lack of control of
the diab tes.

..

The pathology_is probably the failur""

of a normal d�position of glyco� n which is the character
istic lesion of uncontrolled diabetes.

The impregnated

ovum implants in t�c portion of the utirus with the richest
glycogen supply.

The lack of glycogen should

theoretically favor imperfect nidation (32).
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White (9) thinks that the pr�mature expulsion

of the fertilized ovum may be due to two causes,
namely diabetic and non•diab�tic.

The diab�tic causes

may b, due to a lethal factor in the eg.� , hypo �lycf'mia,
acidosis, deficient diet, lack of ,_lycoten.

The non

diabetic caus:s are excess of pituitary prolan A with
a consequent depression of the function of the progestin.
This again brings out the possibility of an hormonal

imbalanc� being responsible for a high frtal mortality.
Greene and Gibson (16} report the importance
of making a correct diagnosis of the glyco·-urias and of
the possible relatively frequent co-existing diab. tes
insipidus with diabetes mellitus.

Usually diabetes

insipidus is a gravated by pregnancy, and hence may cause
a premature labor due to the action of the posterior lobe
of the hypopbysis acting on the uterus through its
oxytoxic hormone.
Probably the one_ greatest sipgle cause of
fetal mortality is stillbirths.

There is a gr�at deal of

material in the literature concennlng the over
d�veloped, macerated fetus.

The statistic� var:· a great

deal as to the incidence •
Herrick and Tillman (29) state that at the Sloane
hospital the stillbirths of diabetics were 28%' in
comparison to 4.2,� of stillbirths in all deliveries.
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Kramer (26) rat�s stillbirths as the largest
cause of fetal deaths and puts the incidence at 25% of
all causes.
'lhite (9) states that during the pre-insulin
era 22% of the fetuses were stillborne.

During the

insulin era she states it to be 17% and in her own and
Joslin's s ries th� incidence fell to 9%.

She states

that in the pre-insulin era two thirds of the fetuses
were macerated; during the insulin era one in every
seven; compared with the non-diabetic which has an
incid nc

of onein eighty three cases.
Bowen {25) states that stillbirths at term were

r�a :·onsibl• for fifty ,, of fetal deaths before insulin.
Acidosis being larg -1� responsible for the fetal
deaths.

He states that only one patient in Joslin's

sories (1898 -1928) who had coma gave �irth to a living
child and she was delivered prom tly after a�mission by
Cesarean s ctlon.

He b�lieves that mild acidosis may

be sufficient to �ill the·f tus when coma is not
produced in the mother.
Kramer (26) lists the causes of stillbirths as
toxi�, metabolic or endocrine and acidosis.

He states

that the fetus dies late in pr gnancy and that the
heart sounds can be heard until two or three
weeks before term....
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T:P.• lite:ature contains a great deal of material
concerning the overdeveloped, macerated fetus and
the possible causes.

The early workers (32)(26)(25)

were B nerally of the opinion t:at this was due to
overnutrition, elevation of the blood sugar and blood
fats, the products of acidosis and hypoplycemia.

It was

often noted,,however, that in many of the well
controlled cases the fetus would die two to six we �.s
before delivery, and yet in many cases in which acidosis
and coma had occurred the mother deliv�red a normal
living child.

These facts led investigators to st:arch

for the cause of these numer.ous stillbirths which
could not be

xplained accordina to the old r theories.

Teel (39}, on� of the Larlier investi��tors,
in 1926 treated pr!gnant rats with an alkaline extract
of th• anterior lobe of tho hypophysis.

His. crude

extract contained the growth hormone -and a factor which
caused lgtinization of the ovary.

He found that by

injecting the rat• with this extract he could prolong
gestation tw� to six days, and also int rf�re with
normal parturition.

By tr8atment with the extract

·throu?hout Lestation he was ablu to produce stillborne
young and ft: tuses of gr0ator size.

This discover:,

encourag d other investi0ators to do research along the

line of the hormonal imbalance.
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Hain (40), in 1932, confirmed Toels work, and in

1934 extended his work to include ovariectomlz d
prt.gnant rats.

He used Fhyono (growth hormone) which

prolonged the 1-criod of gf"station in the abs,nc'3 of the
ovaries.

Sontsg and Munson (41) in 1934 ustd antuitrin G
(growth hormone) which prolong�d r station and
propi'oduced young animals which were llicavi�r than
control groups and which wer. oft�n stillborn.

TLey

found that the number of stillbirths incrLased about
three times over the n umber in the control group •• '!1he
average weight of the one hundred four experimental pups
was 0.4 grams (7.3�) higher than that of the
one hundred nine controls.

The P-riod of .-cstation was

increased in lingth in a majority of the 11 tt.-rs,
but.with out a corresponding incriaso in the birth
w6:tggt of the pups over that of the remaining
experimental litters.
Some new clews appef·t' from the work of Smith and
Smith (42) in which they were able to show that
inj�ctions of prolan were capable of producing giantism
and that a high percentage of diabetic women have a high
blood prolan level.

This also supports thetheory that

the stillbirths may be due t-o the endocrine imbalance.
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Sn)der (43} and Hoopes (44} working ind pend�
ently were abl

to produce a oiabetic syndrome in th� rat

and rabbit by injocting prola.n,

These findir,:s

.�reatly uphold the theory of the whole diabetic syndrome
being on the basis of an endocrine imbalance.
White ( 32) stat_s that two great forward ste·ps
were mad� when Doctor Titus decided to deliver the fetus
prematurely and prevent death in ut.ro, and when the
biologic test·was developed to indicate the cases in
which the fetus is of the �ia.nt type discribed as
characteristic of diabetes.
It a.rpears to me that from the foregoing
experimental work that it will be poesiblo in th• future
to low�r the incidence of stillbirths by determining the
potential toxemic pe.ti .. nt by plood chemistry. By
detecting the patient who is most likely to have a largo
fetus and a prolonged period of gestation we
can prevent stillbirth by a Cesarean section early
in the eighth month of pregnancy.

In the cases wher� the

blood chrn-istry show no rise in prolan thare is probaply
little or no dang�r of stillbirth.
Uncontrolled diabetes is another listed cause of
fetal deaths.

Joshua and Ronshe1m( 31) state that

uncontrolled ·iabot s will almost ab·.ays rC:'lsult in
miscarriage, pr:maturc birth of a live bab: which may or
may not survive, or death of the fetus in utero
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a few weeks b fore term.

Potter and Adair (13) make the

statement that if diab tes js not well controlled the
outlook is no better than in the pre-insulin era. They
believe that the urine must b, kept sugar free
by di�t and insulin throu_:hout the course of �:. ,station
if one expects to deliver a live born infant within
normal limits of size.
Bowen (25) bcli�ves that acidosis resulting
�rom uncontrolled diab�tes is probably the big·est
factor in causing fetal deaths.

He states that in

his series only one patient of those who had coma
gave birth to a living child and she was delivered
promptl� aft�r admission by Cesarean section.

He

believeB that a mild ac�dosis may be suffici nt to kill
the fttus ev_n when coma is not produced in the mother.
Herrick and Tillman (29) found in a s ries of
nine uncontroll•d cas s that diabetes was the sole cause
of six fetal death.

This is (66 2/3% of fatal cases in

uncontrolled diabetes.

The estimated figur. s of the

fetal mortality caused by uncontrolled diab�t�s va_r y
greatly.

Some of the authoritiices quote the following

figur_-s Bowen (25) 37%'; Titus (12) 51%; Joslin (10) 43%;
and White ot al {33) in a reviow of the litcratur� gav __
an av ra e of 44%'.
Some of the morL important conditions which may
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arise frorr· uncontrolled diabet,. s ar'!: congenital defects,
bydramnios, OV{:r weight and ovc.r sizc•d 1nft nts, ab
ortion, miscarriap·e and i;:rematur:. lai.or, still- irth,
acidosis ana coma with subsequent d@ath, prolon ed labor
with 1an�cr of developinl acidosis, an� �eath
of the fetus dur5ng the neonatal period due to hypo
gly-cen:ia.
One can r.adilJ sre that it is ve�y itportant to
keep the diabetes under control at all times.

This

requires car(.ful, frequ�nt urinalysis and blood studies,
but th,se ar. well worth the expense because it is almost
us less to even hope to carry a patient throu2:h gostation
if th. diab tes is not controlled.
A quit·:. frequent l:'t:port is the delivery of an
apparently normal baby which succumbs shortl· after
birth from no appar1nt cause,

It has be�n sug.ested and

quite well proven that the st- babic s _·; ie of hypoglycemia
due to a hypertrophy of the islands of Langerhans. (26)
Thjs type of fetal death is a V€.;r-:: try-... '.: problim for the
obstetrition and it is her� that the combined
co-operation of the obstetrition, int�rnist and
laboratory technician can be appr�ciated.

Wild r and

Parsons (17) b�lieve that hypoLlycLmia is most
lik�ly to occur in neglected cas�s of diabetDs.
There is considorable argument as to whether th•
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normal fetal blood sugar is low or not.

Van Creveld(47)

has shown that the normal value for r�tal blood sugar is
low, whereas, Rowl.y (46) hs.-s found it to be about the
same as the adult value.
McKettrick (48) found the maximal daily values
to be ninety three to one hundred sixty milligrams
percent and the minimal valu�s to be. forty thre.J to
litghty thr(.. a:, milligrams perc nt in seventy thre:; infants
during th,:: first fourteen days •

Morriss {49) rr_ports an

average of one hundred fifteen milligr�ms percent for
infant blood and one hundred thirty flve milligrams
percent for maternal blood.
Rowley (46) reports a somewhat lower level of
o ne hundred ten milligrams percent for ma ternal blood
and ninety milligrams percent for fetal blood (co1n.d).
Van Creveld ( 47) noted low fastit1 g :)lood sugar
levels during the first month of life in childr n of
diabetic mothers.

In prematures b.o found it to tCJ

very low.
Sehrettor and Nevinny (19) not d a low blood
sugar level in normal infants for several days, but it
returned to normal as soon as the ba y bo_-=_an to nurse.
White, Titus, Joslin and Hunt (33) found that
b.ypoglyc{l:t:,ia does occur, but in their seri('ls of thirty
eight infants was not fatal.

They made one hundred
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twenty seven blood studies and report forty of these
to be s1xty milli�rams perc nt or less.

Twenty thl'ee of

the lnfants received no clucosu, and fifteen w r given
ilucose.

The clinical s igns of aypo. lyccmia

WLre encounter�d only once.

They �stimate the normal

blood sugar level to b� fifty five to seventy five
milligrams percent for the first two days, and it rises
thereafter and tends to become sta• ilized on about
the third or fourth day.
Allen (35) mentions that too accurate control of
diabetes has produced fatal hypoglycemia in the fetus.
This, however, seems rath r doubtful, unless perhaps
ther. was another co-existing zlycosuria and the
diabetes was bring controlled on the results of urin�
analysis, and hence, more insulin would be us ed than
would be necessary to control the �iabetes and could
therefore lead to hypoilycemia •.
Ther was some debate earl1 as towthether the
fetal pancreas was able to �ive off insulin in suffi
cient quantiti�s to produce hypo lycemia, but this was
well proven by Banting and

est (8) when they used the

pancreas of five month old calves and were abl
produce insulin extract from them.

to

This proves that the

elevated mat�rnal blood s ugar leve1 might stimulate the
fetal insulo�enic apparatus to hypertrophy and

v

therefore, produce an a normal amount of lnsulin which
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•

after birth woon us s up the ::lyco0 n store and then
produces hypo lycem1a.
The pathology which is the causative agent if
f•·tal deaths are several.

There may

e

a faulty

de_osition of �lyco�en due to uncontrolled diabet s. This
may cause an imperf ct nidation (32).

As White (9) has

,01nted out the pathol'ogy may be a lethal factor
in the 8gg, hy·)o lycemia, acidosis, or �xc..,s, of
pituitary prolan A.

There ar. also mechanical factors

such as hyd�amni?s and over sized f tus�s.

White (9)

believeB that obesity in the f�tus may be due to
overnutrit'on from hyper[lycem1a, lipemia or ed,ma due to
exogenous insulin.
Asphyxia may be due to acidosis dev_·loping in the
mother during labor and thus the lack of oxygen
in the · .lood may be sufficient to cause a fatality.
Insulin may also cause edema of the brain with a sube
sequent paralysis of the respiratory center causing
dtcath

(9).

A llen ( 35) believes that the pa tholo0�• cone �rned
in the abortions and premature cases is in the placvnta.
He st�tes that there is evidence of arteriosclerosis
in the vessels of the placenta with sufficient danunage to
destroy the plac(nta and this kill the fetus.

There was consideratl( argument for some years
as to whether th� pancr�ase of the f:tu� could be
stimulated to hypertrophy
sugar lever or not.

by the high mat renal blood

The �rgument was whether insulin

could cross the plac(nta or not and whether the hypor
trophy of the fetal panc�eas could help protect the mother
from hyp�rglycemia.

It was proven by Pack and Barb�r (50)

(51) that insulin could be transmitted from the fetus to

the mother.
Duncan and Fetter (52) report six well controlled
cases of dia�et s in which glycosuria was prev nted
was no evidenee of assistance from th• fetal

and then

pancr�as.

The

believe that the fetal pancr as is a

compensator., ac-civity due to hyperglycemia.
Several works (21)(50)(53) report the observa
tion of hyp�rtrophic and hyperplastic islands in
several infants of diabetic mothers who were poo�ly
controlled.

These babies also showed hypoglycemic

symptoms.
·sherrill (1) cit s ;!othma.nn and Hermstein as
having done an autopsy on a three

day old infant whose

pancreas weighed three times that of the normal.
They stat, d that ther .. was distinct hyperplasia of the
islets.
Helwig {45) stat s that d(,t._rminations of the
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blood sugar on the whole show little corr�lation with
the insular siz •

He cit s one cas· with a blood sugar

level of thirty milligrams percent occurring in an in
fant dyin

of a subtcntorial hemorrhag�, and one of a

higher value which was one hundred milligrams pore nt
�ccurring in a stillborn infant who had the largest
islands of any in the s,_ries.

J an
H e stat_ s that the .

cr ·as of infants from diab2tic mothers show varying
degr��s of hypertro_hy and hyperplasia of the islands.
The most marked are in those which.are near term when
born.

He found that microscopically the nuclei were.

frequently enlarg�d and occasionally hyperchromatic.
The stroma, and to a less degre

the islands, w�r

infiltrated with cosinophilic granulocytes, many of
which ware mature.

This infiltration did not occur in

�he control group.

Some of the infants of dia·.otic

mothers have larger amounts of insular tissue than
non-diabetic mothers.(45)

The most marked deviation

from normal occur in infants whose greattr birth
·weights sugg0st a possible exce�s growth stimulus. A
fair numb(r of infant pancr�as of diabetic mothers
fall into normsl rang

of insular size (45)i

H elwig (45) ran serial sections on a number of
fetal pancreas I to d,et ermine the total siZf! of the
islands in infants of both diab tic and non-diabetie
mothers.

,,
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He did his reas arch on nine pancreatic islands
of infants of diabetic mothers and nine pancreatic
islands of infants of normal mothers.
tissue

was selected at random from ea.c h pancreas and

ninet:.v sereal sec·t1ons mad
wer

A block of

of the blocl<.

The islands

obfH.rved in consecutive sections· and th,.. maximal

dimensions of .ach island were detr.:rmined in the two
diameters at a standard magnification by �eans of a
calibrated eye piece micrometer.
shows the relative size •

The following chart

It shows an av�rage of con

siderabl� increase in size of those from diab tic
mothers over those from non-diabetic.
C ase

l
C ontr ol ser·cs

l
�
D"abet·e
series

1

239 by 231

308 by 231

2

169 by 154

439 by 262

3

231 by 308

262 by 208

4

292 by 185

262 by 239

5

308 by 192

439 by 385

6

262 by 208

554 by 462

7

-·-- 262 _ b y 192

346 by 254

8

262 by 192

539 by 385

9

654 by 447

662 ty 585

Mean
area

10,139-23,136
sq_uare -micl>ons

16,354-186,637
square microns

This work seems to prove that at least some of the
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pathology may be in the pancreas.
According to Collip's recent work (1940) the
pathology is probably in the pancr as, but is caus�d
by the diabctogenic factor produced by the anterior lobe
of the pituitary gland, and that the whole thirtg is
related to an •ndocrine imbalanc •
Th• care of the nww borne infant is of creat
importance rince so many diabetics go through gestation
and labor successfully only to have the baby die during_
the �irst few hours or days of life.

I believe one coul� saf�ly say that th• care
of the

nfant b gins during the early stages of labor.

One should do ev ry thing possible to prevent acidosis
in the mother by supplying sufficient sugar to the
mother during labor as has been sugg�sted by Allen (35).
This helps prevent acidosis and gives the baby a �ood
supply of glucose to be&in life.·
White (32) and Sharkey (2) both agree that

aspbyllia is one of the bigtest problems after delivery.
They put the incid�nce of n�onatal deat hs occurring from
asphyxia at 30% of all cases.

White (32) believes that

the asphyxia is due to lack of oxyc�n in the
blood causei by acidosis in the mother durin

labor, or

it may be due to edoma of t�e brain caused by insulin
usc.d in excess in the L'Other.

She thinks tbat plenty

...s:.>f oxygen supplied to the mother during. labor may help
prevent this condition and that immediately on
deliv�ry the child should have

proper aspiration, and

respiratory stimulants such as Alpha Lobeline.

Sharkey

(2) recommends putting the baby into a respirator for
twenty four hours in addition to White's s�g�estiona
given a ove.
It is the -eneral opinion of most of th• works
(2)(13)(32){35) that [lucose should be given to the
baby immediately after birth, because the exc�ss of
insulin produced by the hyperplastic islands of the
infant is no longer a�le to

scape through the

placental circulation and is sufficiont to cause
hypoglycemia and death of the fr.tus.

Th• positive

knowledge of the cause of the doath of the fetus of the
diabetic mothers is lacking, because probably of the
limited number of cas�s, and because the cause of death
is lar6ely due to physiolo'!.iC disturbances which do not
produce a demonstrable pathologic lesion which can be
easily studied.
Ketteringham. and Austin (55) recommend that the
interval between ad.m inistration of glucose to the baoy
should be at least three hoU:i's, and prGfcra· 1,- two or
three times this long to.allow the normal cycle of
%_.bsorption, hyperglycemia, fall, hypoglyc mia., and ris
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to fasting level.

The:' t·elieve that failure to observe

this may result in a clinical picturu obscur ·d by
pancreatic fatigue due to constant stimulation of this
organ.

They suggest that oral feedings should b� in as

soon as possible and sh�uld consist of karo, water, and
formula.

The infant should be placed on routine

pr�mature care, regardless of wwight, sines this is
the most efficient way of g iving-these babies the
constant nursing care which they require.

They (55)

ri;commend that blood sugar determination on capillary
blood should be done as soon as possible and every few
hours thereafter.

I f any indication of hypoglyc mia

should appear the? state that 10% dextros$ can be g iven
subcutan.ously at the amount of 10 c.c. per kilogram
of body weight.

This can be rrpeated as indicated by

subsequent blood sugar determinations.
In order to meet the complications of diabetes
in these infants it 1s essential to have the co-oper
ation of medical, obstetrical and laboratory personell.
By car ful blood chemistry and proper tr�atncnt during
labor and the neonatal period the mortality of the
fetus should be greatly lowered in the future.

v TOXEMIAS OF DIABETIC PREGNANCIES
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AND THE RELATED HORMONES
Toxu.:ia and �clampsia occur fift:,,. times as
fr quc:ntly :n th- dia ·.c.�.ic as in the non-diaretic
to Sharksy (2).

accordin

be states thst the onset

is so insidious that it can be

easily miss2Q until

aft.er tLe dea th of tht. fetus.
Whits (32) in a stud y of three hundr�d six
pregnancies found that toxemia occurred in 80% of the
patients.
Potter an:d

AL.air (13) state that h7peremesis

gravidarum is 11uite conmion in the, diabetic and is a
more s�rious complication than ln th� non-diabetic,
because. it may make it hpossible to prevent acidosis.
This is one of the few conditions in a diaretic in
which a therapeutic abortion may be necessar3.
')e Loe and Greenhill (57) stat that hyp,er
cholest�rL□ia is probably the fundamental basis for the
toxnr.ia.s of pregnancy.

They believe that it is responaible

for the nausra and vomitin� of early pregnancy through a.n
incr eased seere tion into the bi1-e until storage of this
material can take plac<1 in the reticulo endothelial
system.

Ex,cessive storage

in the placuntal arteries

cause vascular changes which are the predisposing
cause of infarction in the placc.nta.

An
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acutL infarction

:n

t�c plac nta results in autoJysis

of the affactid tissue

with liberation of a Pv ! tonL,

guanidin , and histaminc. as toxic split products of
placental protein.
Rosen and Krasnow {56) in their studies of the
blood cholest�.rol content found that it was higher in
women than in men, and also thi:: t it was highf'lr in
pregnant won

n than in non prugnant women.

As the

pregnancy progr�sscs the cbolesterol cont�nt increases.
Toxemias increasc the cholesterol cont!':nt, and therefo11e,
when

�arly vomiting occurs it aggravates the condition

and the cholesteral content rises which in turn causes
more secretion into the bile and henc� causes more
nausea and vomiting thus producing a vicious cycle.

In Allen�s (35)

series their were about

7�

of

the cases that revealed �vidt.nc� of on1: or all of the
cardinal signs of tox mia of pregnancy. Many of these
toxemias w ere of a severe deg·ree, but none developed the
convulsive type of toxemia.
White {32 ) fouma that 21% of one hundred sixt)
eight of her

diabetic series on in2ulin developing

signs of pre-eclamptic toxenia and only five deVeloped
convulsions.
From the above reports it a.ppears that toxemias
are ver:v common, but that they are not of the same
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clear cut clinical pictur� which is outstandirl[ in the
non-diabetic toxemias.
In th

early

diegnosis of the potential toxic

diab0tos one must look forevery .signs and symptoms
wbich might lead him to suspect dia.betos, and when
diabetes
is suspected it should be ca.refully diagnosed and
r;Ver

consideration tak en into account.
Herrick

and Tillman (29) mention the fact that

thttre is a t�ndency toward shortness of stature in the
diabetic woman, and that there is not a conspicuous pr
pond,Jrance of obesity.
Bortz (58), on the oth...,r band, believes that
o bsity is a c ha.ract,:ristic in fan ilies who show d-iab"""tc, s
and that the obesity

is prooar:lj of glanaular

origin. He stat·es that heredity is r'-=sponsible for at
1east 26% of all cas�s of Diab�tes mellitus.
In Lobbe 1 s (59) studies he found evi�tnces of
heredit:r in 35% of tLe sev1ere cases and 1n 20% of the
mild case s •

I think from the above statistics it is very
:tmportant to promote the family history in detail in
search of a history of dlabetes, and I believe it w·e11
to consider all obese patients as potential diabetics
until proven otherwise, and 1.f th•!re is a family history
of diabetes in the same patient it is doubly important
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that this patient be carefully watched and blood sugar
determinations, sugar toleranc� tests, Basal-Metabolic Rat
, and blood prolan levels done to rule

out a possible

diebetes.
Joslin (10) and Allen (35) both mention the fact
that children usually show an increase
before

in ho1ght long

they show clinical signs of diabetes.

The

bone devel�pment is about one year in advance
chronological age.

of the

A11en (35 ) suggests that the pitui

tary is probably the cause

of

other the

increase

in

size o_f the body and the diabetes, since the pituitary has
both a growth and diabetogenic factor.
be11eves that the increase

in bone

Joslin (10)

development, _ the

. glyucosuria in pre.:.,nancy, and the frequency of obesity
prior to the onset of diabetes in adults all sug.:.,est
that the ·pituitary is coneern

in the development of

diabetes.
White , J'itus, Joslin

and

Hunt

make the

(33)

statement tbat the patt,rn of pregnancy is usually
repeated, and therefore, a careful past histor·r fhould
e ta�en on all patients.
on therapy four were
on

In their sGries of nine cases

primiparae.

Three

were known and

suspected of a previous toxemia, all four · had bad

still rirtha.

Two others had miscarried, and only on

had a living child previously.

This child was
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born fou'r 7rears prior to the. onset of the diabet s.
1 engert and Laughlin (15) stat� that in their
series of tw•nty eight diabetic mothers, th& majority
of whom we.re. observed only during the. le.st months of
pregna.ncy,.no abortions occurr�d during observati'o n,
bub on studying the, past histories they found the follow
ing data.

S�fore rgcognizing diabete.s thcr& w4':re

e-i::hty four prc.gnancie.s; fif�n abol:'tions of' 1'7.9%;.

t�n term and pr•maturt. stillbirths or 11. 91;; and fifty
nin� surviving children or 70.2%.

Aft�r thg disease

was recognized th�y found tht following data..

Thirty nine.

p1regnancias; e.l�ven abortions or 28.2%; sixteen
stillbirths or 41% and twelve surviving children or 30.8%.
In a sel:'ies of seventy private cases Jones (60)
found in the personal histories that there had been
forty six spontaneous abortions previously in these
toxemic pati�nts.
Peckham (38) cites a series of twelve patients
of whom five were

toxemic and aborted.

Reinberger and Rowland (61) report an interest
ing case in which the patient was thirty four yea.rs
old; had a history of diabetes in her father and mother.
She began to menstruate at fifteen years of age; was
irregular in her periods; was married twelve years and
used no precaution against pNegnancy.

She

gave birth
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to thre0 babi�s which wert appar ntly normal at birth,
but died within a few hours.

At thirty fours years of age

she developed a vaginitis and vulvitis and was discovered
to be a diabetic and also precnant.

She

was controlled and went through a fairly normal gestation
period and was delivered by Cesarean section after eleven
hours of labor.
Ronsheim (31) cites three inter{•sting cases in
which all had a previous histDry of abortion, miscarriage
and macerated stillbirth.

One of these patients had

no _�lycosuria on admission to the hospital, but bad a
blood sugar level of two hundred thirty milligrams percent.
Her tlucose tolerance t�st showed her to be
a potential diabetic.
Allen (35) r�ports nine of tbirte�n stillbirths in
previous histories occurred in four o� the six patients
who lost thr�e ba ies while under his attention.

These

pr�vious stillbirths (usually of largp babi�s) -0ccurred
long bcfor� the patient had developed clinical diabetes.
The above data more or less suggests t:-a.t
glycosuria is only another or perhaps a later
manifestation of a condition that may produce larger
babies
than normal and sometimes kill them before birth.

I think

that any family history and past history of abortion,
prematur�, and stillbirth should lead one to
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suspect diabotes.

Wher

there is such a his tory fr•

quc..nt urinalysis, blood sugar levels and :iugar tolerance
tests should br

:one.

Tbe work done by Smith and Smith {42} on the exec
ss

of

prolan

in

patients

with

toxemia

new 1-ead as to the early diagnosis.
oratory work is

gives

us

a

If careful lab

one on all suspected patients on• should

be a.-b le to det ect a ris� in the blood pl:'olan at least
four weeks before. the clinical signs of toxemia

manifeat them�elves.

Snyder ( 43) has proved that p!'ols.n given to
rabbits caused a pro19- nged gestation, death and macera-tion of giant postmature fetus·es.

If this is true

than

the prolan must be ·tho cause. of the same destruction
of the fetus in the diabetic mothers, and so if the
rise in the

blood prolan can be detected early the

toxe mia may be prevented.
Herrick and Tillman (29) make the statement
that wheneven a fetal death occurred in diabetes which
was ad8quately controlled a factor other than diabetes
was present.
White (62) als9 paints out the close relation
ship of diabeteB to othe r conditions which are of gland
ular control.

She found obesity occurring in 29.3'.. of

diabetic children as compared to 6.6 in the normal
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control group.

There was_axc ss height in 86

of the

cast· s (average of 2 .2 inches in two hundr::.d twenty seven
cases at ons.•t of diabetes.) .Thyroid disease occurred in
3.6

of the cas�s and there was an increased Basal

Letabolic Rate in 53% of cases.

She found that the

hi her th,- blood sugar the hl.gh-.ll! the Basal Metabolic
Rate.
These findings are distinct advantages in the
arly diagnosis, because where e vEr any of these findings
are pr,jsent one should suspect diabetes and do a sugar
tolerance tnst and blood sugar determination.
Nev1nny and Schretter (19) make a very bold
staterr.ent concernine diabetes and its relation to an
endocrine imbalance, and I quote them as saying "In spite
of the different opinions and contradictions,
when·we consider the influence of the endocrine factors
during pregnancy in.fh:1.v ncing the carbohydreate metabol
ism in connection with the pancrea le activity we hav
to come to the conclusion that the inner s�cret9r7
constellations observed by all authors as affecting
the pregnancy and in turn they pl�y an important role
in their influLnce on diabetes and also can produce
diabet s during pregnancy."
Kramer (26) suggests that miscarriages and abortions
may be due to sowe

change, not clearly
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understood, in the reproductive organs that often exist
in the diabetic patient. · He

as s this idea. on the

we ll known fa.ct that there may b·� manstrual disturb�
ances in the young

diabetic and sterility is quite

common.
Allen (35) believes that tho incr:.ased tendoncy
toward toxemia, ketosis and unstable glandular equili&ri
um are further evidence of a common deranrement that
may have

its beginning in the hypophysis or vegetative

nervous system.
White, Titus, Joslin, and Hunt (33} think that
there is probably an extra diabetic factor common in
diabctic pregne.ncies.

The y cite

accidents in le.te pregnancy.

a series of fourteen

There was ma terna.l coma in

only two, and this was precipitated by infection.
The other twelve had taken meticulous care of their
qiabctes and had never had any signs of acidosis.

In

contrast to this other patients have been careless
with their diabetic routine and yet have had a success
ful outcome.
From the above reports I believe that any
history of rapid growth during childhood, irregularity of
menstrual periods, obesity, increased Basal metabolic
rate, and history of a·bortions, stillbir-ths or neonatal
deaths should be suspected as diabetic and eve ry effort
should by made to prove th• case either diabetic or
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non-diabetic.

It is only ..... ·th.: •Jarly

iagnos is of' the

dis• ase that proper tb rapy can be instituted early
enough to prevent fQtal ac.cidents.
Just what caus ·s thes. toxemiaB of pr�gnancy
in the dia'. tic; why they are mor� frequent than in the
non-diabt tic; and what kills the fetus is a very interest
ing subject.
We find that normally the response of a hollow
organ such as the ut rus to the presenc0 of a foreign
body in its lumen is a peristolic contraction to expel1
t�� object.

According to the experimental work of

Falls, Lackner, and Krohn (63) the growing fetus and
plac�nta must there fort, stimulate the ut .:rus to contract
and expell the contents.

This does not occur normally

until the.ninth mcnth due to (1) a deficient r�sponse
of the uterus tQ the physiologic stimulus; (2) und.!r
proauction of stimulating principles or (3) to act�on
of some antagonistic substanc.: which nullifi·: s t
of th• stimulating substance.

r.

action

.t is conced··d by these

workers to b· pituitrin (posterior lobe) or some
closely allied substa.nc< •
In these tox.1mic patients ther

S�·e s

to

be a

hormonal imbalance which is quite noticeabl:· and manifests its�lf in the form of other

iseas�s.

Bortz (58) stat· s that in his s,ri··s of sr•ven-
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teen pat1-ents two had eVidcnce of' thyroid disturbdeveloped severe diabett:s at the

ance, and on
menopause.

Joslin (10) states that animals fed thyroid
extracts are over sensitive to insulin.

He describes

also the experim�nta.l work of Burn and Marks, and Bod
ansky along

this 11ne

1 t s the lad.

in his text page 884.

ser1•es of

He also

patients in which 38.

of

two hundred twenty eight cases of primary hyperthyroid
isn there was O .1

or mor,e of sugar 1n the urine as

compare·d to 14.8% in one hundred eightY- nine case s of
non toxic goiters.
Harriek and Tillman (29) state that in the
pat�ents who

evidence a toxemia the blood pressure is

elevated, but the albumin is usually absent 1n tho

u�ine.

This association of diabetes in pregnancy

with the vascular type of toxemia may have a peculiar
significance.
Biological observations and clinical correla
tions b.a.ve become evident that stillbirth 1s not
related to diabetes or its �pe cific complication - coma,
but 1a related a proved by White, Titus, Joslin and
Hunt (33), definitely to pre-eclamptic toxemia and as
time elapsed the accidents namely, neonatal dsath and
premature delivery were also �elated to the abnormal
hormone picture.
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Many observe-rs nQ.t.i.ced that in many diabetic
women pregnancy was uneventful until the sixth month.

Anp:

time thereafter the patient might develop edema,

albuminuria and a rise in blood pressure.

It was

usually .found that shortly a.fter the rise in blood
pressure the fetus died and the signs of tox;.;mie.
disappeared.
White, Ti�us, Joslin and Hunt (33) state that
the ,enti.t-e clinical picture of toxemia in the diabetic
can occur and disappear in one week.

They state,

however, that the toxemia can now be predicted some
four to six weeks by the rise in serum prolan.
It bas been known for some time that partial
ext�rpation of acromegalic adcnoma by surgical
porcedure will apparently render pati2nts with diabetes
more amenablv to insulin and may prompt�y low�r the
tendc-ncy to hyperglycemia (10).
Joslin (10) on page 877 of his book quot..:s
Davidoff and Cush'ng a.s saying "Insulin and posterior
lobe extra.cts have bsl,n shown to bo, and insulin and
ant• rior lobe extracts may be p?"esumed to be, conteractive in their effects.

---Hyp�rpituitarism in any

case produces a substance which enters the circulation
and·countJracts the normal f unctional activity of the
pancreatic islets, glycosuria being the frequent
consequences."
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For a long

time� research work was centered

around the pituitary gland as the possible ca.use of the
toxe mias .and its complications.
White (9) states that the incidence of diabetes
increase s and 1s more difficult to control when th4)
pituitary prolan is high.

She belic-vee that a lack or

excess of this pitu1ta.t'y prolan may be the causee of
stei'ility in th• diabetic.

A hypoactivity of the

gonadotropie factor of the pituitary would result 1n
a lack of estrin.
In the experimental work done by Sm1 th and Smith(42)
it was found that in the diabetic there is a 'f;;endency
toward a later drop in the Serum prolan, a later appearance of demonstrable serum estrin, and an earl1er and
more pronounced rise

1n the serum prolan toward term.

This suggests the. t they approach the tox.emic borderline.
This deviation from the normal may be linked with the
high incidence of toxemia in diabetic pregnancy.
They found that the analy•is o-f' eight diabet1c placentas
showed the same figures as the blood and urine did,
and that the excessive prolan is of placental origin.
The analysis showed that prolan and i:strin persisted
even after death of the fetus.

The values were lower,

however, than when the fetus was alive.

They belive

that there is undoubtedly marked endocrine changes
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associated with other orga.Jl.! besides the placenta, but
analys_is of the blood -and urine by methods of quantita
tive is still limited to prolan add estrin.

The impor

tance of the interplay between all the hormones are
being realized more and more.

Therefore, these studies

are evaluated aa covering only two of many factors of
a complicated equation.

In the assays for these two

hormones in tae blood and urin� of sixty nine pregnant
women and in twenty six pla0enta■ there waa reported
�8% normal; 42% mild to severe pre-eclamptic toxemia,
and 20% had ealampsia.

Th••• result• indicate that

an excessive amount of prolan and a tendenct toward
a low e1trin l�vel are characteristic of the toxemias
and this abnormality was of placental origin.
Smith and Smith (64) remark that the ·conception
of a placental endocrine abnormality is appeal_ing
because of the fact that the placenta may not be dis
regarded as th

possible source of factors c�using

toxemia, since improvements follow its d�livery.
There has been considerable experimental work
done to determine what·hormones are related to th•
toxemias, of diabetic.prognancies, and oust where these
hormones a�• produced •.
In 1926 Teel (39) treated pregnant rats with
an alkaline extract of· the anterior lobe of the pituitary.
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This extract contained a growth hormone and a factor
which caus0d luteinization of tho ovary.

It prolonged

gest�tion two to six days and intorfcrred with normal
parturition.

If treatment was continued throughout

pregnancy it caused stillborn young and f tusos of
increased sizo.

The death of the fetuses in utoro is

probably due to failure of the b irth mechanism of the
mother.

Tho placenta is slowly dislodged and Teel

believes that the young die of asphyxia.

He thinks

that the injury is· not primary in the fetuses as has
b en shown by removing them from the ut �us at term and
rearing thorn with a foster mother.

Teel (39) points

out that the persistence of abnormal lutcin tissue,
which is the specific effodt of the anterior
hypophyseal fluid, is always associated with failure of
the birth mechanism.

His theory is that the per

sisterrce of this lutein t�ssue is directly responsibl•
for inability of the mother to give normal birth to her
fetuses.
Hain (40) confirmed Teel 1 s results and
extended her work to include ovariectomized pregnant
rats.

Neither the extract nor phyone (growth hormone)

proloriged gestation in the absence of tho ovaries.
Sontag and Munson (41) used antuitrin G (growth
hornmone) and were able to ifrolong the gestation period
and which were oftenstillborn.

They found that the
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number of stillbirths incroQsed about throe times over the
number in control groups.

T ho average weight of the one

hundred four experimental pgps was 0.4 grams (7.3%) higher
than that of the one_hundred forty nine controls� The period
of gestation was increased in 1ength in a majority of tho
litters, but with out a corresponding increase in birth
weight of the pups over that
litters.

or the remaining experimental

T hoy found that antuitrin G injections did not

incapacitat

the rat mothers for subsequent reproduction.

Hooper (44) in her nat experim&nts used subcu
taneous injections of seventy five rat units of Antuitrin S
(Park Davis) nineteen days after mateing.

Of th• seri•• of

nineteen rats prolongation of gestation occurred in
sixteen.

Laparatomy was usually done four to five days

after expected date of delivery.

Fetuses examin-

ed on the twenty sixth day of gestation were all dead.
(Normal gestation in the rat is twenty three· days).
Two laparotomi•• were done on the twenty fifth day and the
fetuses were still living.

The average length and weight of

each litter were greater than normal.

A

single injection of seventy five rat units of urine extract
given four days before ta.rm was sufficient to prolong
pregnancy with the development of fetuses of excessive
size.
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Watts (65) in he.r -0xperiments found that with
oxtracts of the anteiior lobe of the pituitary given
frofu seven to fourteen days g�t a prolongation of gesta
tion five days with an increase in weight of the fetus
which were often

8 tillborn

and ·macerated. By doing a Cesarean

section on the treated animals one to two day■ after expected
term the young were often living and larger than normal.
The placentas were slightly or almost completely detached.
Autop!y at a later time showed completely dislodged
placentas, dead fetuses and mar�ed .resorption.
Watts (65) concluded that the growth hormone of the
anterior lobe of the pituitary is not responsiblo for
these changes and that there must be another active
factor present.
Some new clews appeared in the experiments
carried out· by Smith and Smith (42) in which they
were able to show that prolan is papable of producing

giantism.
Snyder (43) and Hoopes (44) were able to produce

a diabetic syndn ome in the rat and rabbit by injections of
prolan suggesting that the same factor that caused the
diabetes also was the cause of the destruction of the
fetuses and as pointed out by Smith and Smith {42) and
others {33) that blood chemiatry may show which patients
are in danger of accidents to the fetus along the pathway

of gestation.
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Pall■, Lackner and KP-ohn (63) ■ugge■ted a paaaible
antedote for th• exc••• of th• factor which produced

th• fetal accident■•

Tha7 touDd that proge■tl'.lln (ex-

tracted from 'h• corpu■ luteum) wa■ an�agon�■t1c to tlw

.

oxytox1c effect
of pituitr1n. The7 ••t up.a aer1ea ot
.
nineteen ca■•• or diabetic women, ■om• of whOlll were
threatened abortion■ and ■om• were habitual abort!ona.
Th••• ■am• women were treated with proge■tin, but had
no morphine or •tb.er ■e4at1on, and lo■t onl7 86� ot
their bab1•••

Th••• re■ult■ were promi■ing and ·1ead tba

1nve■tigator■ to ■tud7 th• effect■ of e■trin, progeat1a

and p1tu1tr1n with a bag in th• ut•ru• on tu aeventh
po■t partum day.

They found that even ■mall amount■

(1 rabbit unit) of proge■tin u■•d intramu■cularl7
inhibited µterin contraction■ whether given betor•.
p1tu1tr1n or atter th• contraction■ had ■tar�•�•
Two other forward ■tep■ were mad•·•he� Dr. Titua·
(12) decided to deliver th• tetu■ prematurel7 arad prevent·
dtath in utero, and hi■ development ot th• biologic

teat to indic·at• th• ca■ •• in which th• fetu■ 1a •t
th• giant tn• de■cribed

a■

cbaract�ri■tic ot d1abetea.

It 1■ cited (33) ' that Jlurph•7 . in 1933 noticed
tbat th• prolan excreted b7 diabetic women exceeded
normal.

Smith and Smith (48) had ob■erv�d th• -1'reqlle_no7

ot toxemia 1� th• diabetic.� In tlle1r experiment• t!le7

...
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had noticad. an exc••• of ■•rum prolan (anterior pltuitu-7lik• ■ub■tance).

Thi■, they ■usge ■t, would prec•d• and

predict pr•-•clamptlc toxemia.

Further experiment■

confi�m•d thi■ ■tatement in tone diabetic ■•
It wa ■ found (42) that a ri ■• in the

■■ rum.prolan

wa ■

apparent in each ca■• of late pregnancy toxemia at lea ■t
■ix week■ b•for• th• ·clinical diagno■i■ could be made,
bd in th• urine th• ri■• wa■ not UWllll until after the

clinical diagno■i ■ bad·b••n made.

Thi■ lag in prolan

excretion 1■ of ■peclal 1ntere1t ■inc• in all th•
other curve■ prolan and ••trin level■ for ■•rum and uria•
run roughly parallel.

Thi■ l••dth•m in other experiment■

to develop ch•mlcal proc••ur•• by which th• total and
fr•• e■trin could b• determined.

They found that trom

repeated analy■i■, over a period of on• month, on urin••
of pr•gnant WOIIIIJl that th• value■ for fr•• ••t�1n were
■triklngly con■tant from day to da7l

Th• total eatrlla,

howev•r, followed a uniform curve, ri■ing ■tea dily a■
th• pregna ncy a dva nc•�•

Thi■ ■pecia l procedure giv••

phy■iologlca lly ■ignlfica nt va lue■, wbara ■ th• u■ual
method■ of a na ly■i■ upon ·untrea ted urln•• ma ,- re■ult
in completely ml■lea ding figure■ bea ring no relation
to th• a mount a ctua lly pr•••nt. Smith (67) ha ■ found tlaat
on• of th• mo■t ■triking cha nge■ during ge■ta ti.oD 1■ the.
a ppea ra nce
qua ntlti••

in

th•

blood a nd

urine

of a nterior pitu1ta r7 llk•

of

luge
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gonad ■timulating hOJ!lJlon• (prolan) and of e■trin.

In·

the normal pregnancy the prolanct 111 pre■ent in increa■ing
amounts until it reach•• it■ higheat level at .two to four
month• then deer••••• moderately until term.

Estrin, on th• other hand, 1■ pr•■•nt only in ■mall amount■ in
early pregnancy and gradually increa■e■ until delivery when
tr•m•ndou■ quantiti•• can be demon ■trated.
In on• patient ■tudied by Smith and Smith (42)
repeated ■pecimena analyzed during ge■tation ■howed an

abnormal ri■e in the �•rum prolan two month■ before th•
development of clinical toxemia.

A single ■pecim•n of

■•rum from another patient contained a high prolan level,
and a month later toxemia appeared.
Thea• finding■ are of intere■t becau■• th• inci
dence of late pregnancy toxemia 1■ �1gs in th• diabetic

and thi■ offer■ the beat chance of being able to ascertain
whether or not toxemia might be detected before it.
become■ clinically manife■t.
In a serie■ of thirty five patient• atudied by
White, Titus, Joslin and Hunt (33) it waa found that in

fourteen of the patient■ who had a normal ••rum prolan
th• course of gestation was uneventful with no toxemia
nor miacarriag•••

T•n of th• patient■ with a supra

normal ••rum prolan, and who received no .therapy all
developed toxemia, and..the other thr•• delivered themaelve■
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· prematurely.

All th• �oxic patient■ were ho■pitalised

and given rest, low salt intake, high protein, vitamin• B
and calcium, but th• toxemia progr••••d.

Th•r• were

two ca■es in whom the ■erum prolan wa■ ■upra normal,
but fell.

Thi■ fall wa■ prededed by a r1■• iri ••trin

■om• four week■ prior to th• normally expected time.
Th••• two caaee developed well marked ■ign■ of toxemia
which-decreased with th• fall of the prolan level.
Th••• ca■••·gave �r•■umptive evidence of th• probable
value of e■trin therapy.

In th• other nine patient■ in

their (33) aeries th• ■erum prolan wa■ ■upernormal

10

th••• patients were given ma■aive do■•• of e■trin
(150,000 - 300,000 IU) a■ progynon a· and in addition
progeatin in the form of ten to twenty milligram■ or
proluton daily.
of toxemia.

Of th••• nin• patient■ four had aign■

.

With the turapy there w•r• no mi■carriage■,

th• ■•rum protein ro■e, the weight fell, th• urinary

output increa■ecl, the album1nur1a d1m1ni■hed'anc! the blood
pre■aur• fell.
Smith and Smith {64)·in a aeries of forty two
1patient■ found that 96% Qf th• toxemic and eclamptic

pa*i•nt■ ■bowed an excesaiv• amount of prolan in th•

· urine• I and ••rum.

69% aad ■ubnormal levels of •■trin.

Their conclusion 1■ that a quantitative imbalance of
th••·• two hormone■ 1• typic.al of the toxemia■ of late
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pregnancy.
Probably prolan and eatrin as well as influencing

the reproductive •yatem are closely related to the

activity of other internal secretions, so that any
quantitative variation from the normal might weal be
asaociated with a general metabolic disturbance such
as is found in the toxemias of diabetic pregnancies.
Philipp (74) believes that normally the prolan
ia elaborated by the placenta rather than the bypoppy■1• and this
explains the fact that the signs of toxemia soon disappear after
the dislodgement of the placenta.
Evans et al (68) have afeorded evidence that
urinary prolan, which is presumably from the placenta,
activates an hypophyseal factor which is spoken of aa
a diabetogenic factor and which produces the clinical
syndrome of diabetes.

This explains the frequency in

which diabetes manifests itself for the first time during
pregnancy in women who are potential diabetics, but who have
been clinically free of symptoms previou■ to pregnancy.
The treatment of these late pregnancy toxemia•
in the past was ve�y unsatisfactory, but look■ quit•
promising for the future.

Careful blood sugar level•

will enable one to ke�p th.a diabete• tln<der control and
th• blood chemistry should indicate the patient• who
n••d hormone therapy.

Bowen (25) states that from
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clinical observations tb.aJ:!.e la an increaaed insulin
demand during pregnancy which must be carefully watched
if the diabetes is to be adequately controlled.

He be

lieves that this extra demand for insulin is poaaibl,
due to the pregnancy producing a metabolic or hormonic
anti-insulin substance.
Smith and Smith (69) suggest that there 1■ an
antagoniatic reaction between eatrin and the anterior
pituitary-like aubatance.

They believe that the estrin

level 1n toxemic patient■ may be lowered by th• inhibi•
tion or destruction of this hormone by tremendous amount•
of anterior pituitary-like ■ubatance (prolan).

There

fore, if the prolan 1• h&gb th• eatr.in level muat be
raised to counterac·t it■ action and such estrin therapy
baa proven very profitable(33).
.

,

Thia �YP• of therapy

ia, however, very expensive and for this reason will
probably be rather limited until a more economical hor-.
mone can be produced.
Humpaton• (14) 1uggest offering a Cesarean aeotion
two weeks before term, but I have diacuaaed tbia pre
viou■ly and I believe it ■hould be re■erved only for tho••
in whom hormon� therapy can not be uaed or in which
there will probably b• ob■tetrical d1ff1culti••· auch
•• flat pelviea, and ao forth.

Cesarean aection ahould

al■o be uaed in ca••• •� have had a trial of labor
and-who are threat,ned with a developing acido■ia.
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It is recommended by Joslin (10) that the diabetics
weight be kept down also, because it has been proved
experimentally that fat diabetic dogs are more likely
to deveop acidosis than thin ones and that they have
less chance of recovering from coma even with the help
ot 1naul1n.
fter• ba■ been a great dea1 ot re■earo� Wl'k 4oae ill
all attempt to f1ad lill•r• UM pataolog 1• 1Na ed. ill tile■• late
�e8JlUIO'J tozQliaa.

Oallip (&,) baa been able to demoaatrate

ogenic factor produced by tile ant•P1or lob• ot idle

hypo-

J>h7•1• which when 1•�•ote4. 1nto u1aal■ eXperlaeaMl.l.J' will
produce the clinical •� ot d1abet• ■•

You.J"ha■ oont 1rmed-Colllp'■ work and Ila• turk akcnrn. tbat

tile induced d1abet1o ■tate ·peniated. in
■ OM dog■ atter the oe■■atioll ot th• iraJeot 1·0•••
Caapbe11 alld s.1, ('11) ob■ •n•d that tJae·pa•

orea■ ot a no.x-mal animal rendered diabetic by 1111teri•
p 1tu1t�7 extract treatment contained little or no
and per ■ 1■ted a■ atrophic i■la:ad■•

· In a di■cu■■ioa by naa■ ('18) h• ■tat•• ,at

*

whole blood ot toxemic patient• baa a h 1 s)aer ooao•■...
, 1 on ot total chole■terol tban that ot noraal •--•

at oorreapond1 ng perlo41 ot

s• ■tation •

. H• t�• ,....,.

lit•• ·•'ollole■terol ftll�Jer oJaalase u predl ■ poa,._.
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to th• placental infarction which h• believe• to b• of
etiologic significance.

Bartholomew (73) points out

that the changes in th• placental ve■aels are d u• to
arterio■cleratic change■ and
ve■ael■ •

calc1um d epoait■ in th•

These d eposit• caua• a narrowing and closure

of the vea■els and hence, the infarction with th• liber
ation of toxic materiaia, and eventually the aeparation
of th• palcenta from th• uteru■•
Co�iip (54) al■o mention• that th• anterier
lobe of th• pituitary elaborati■ a factor which chang••
the blood lipid ■ causing an increaae in the toa•l
lipid content of th• liver and hence, fatty degeneratio�
of the 11vel::'.
The pancreatic island • may be controlled either
by the pituitary or by th• vegitative nervoua ayatem
Allen believe• {55).

Collip (54), however, baa prove6

quite satisfactorly that it 1• th• d 1abetogen1c factor
elaborated by the pituitary.
White (32) points out that the toxemia 1• definate
ly associated with an abnormal hormonal state probably
related to the placenta.

Sh• believe• that diabete■

ia a disease of 1ntei'gland ular relationships and there.
are other similar clinical manifestations of endocrine
diaturQance, eapecially in the younger diabetics ■uch
as growth di■turbances in child ren and amenorr hea in th•
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adult.

Sherrill (1) -1Mntiona also that th•r• 1■ evidence

of a depresaed avarian function even when the dis••••
1• controlled with insulin.
Th• experi�•ntal evidence •••m• to point to a
glandular 1mb•lanc• which inhlbit■ th• pancreatic i■land■
which produce■ th• riae in th• blood sugar and acido■i■,
. a lipemia, and cbole■terolemia.
·•mia and

va■cular

Th• high oholesteral

change■ produce infarct■ in th• placenta

with reaulting ab■orption of toxin•� separation of the
placenta, and death of th• fetua.

Tb• elaboration of

prolan by th� pi ■ onaproduce■ a depre■■ion of th• •■trin
with a ■ub■equent ri■• in blood pressure, albuminuria,
■upre■sion of kidney function, decrea■ed ••rum protein,
di■turbed mecbani■m of pa�turition, eclamp■ia and deatA.
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VI

COMPLICATIONS AND EFFECTS OF
DIABETES OS PREGNANCY.

In considering briefly the complications which
are auporimposed upon a pregnancy by th• presence of
diabetes (either frank or potential} we must conaider
many a ngles. F'irst of all any r,otential diabetics
would probably go through life, or for many years with
out any clinical signs of dia betes if pregnancy was

prev�nted. White states in Joiiin's (10} book that of

eightynine pregnancies in a series studied only twenty
five were diabetic befpre pregnancy and thirty tb.t'ee
became diabetic during pregnancy. This is quite conclu
sive that pregpancy aggravates the facto�s which produce
the clinical manifestations of the disease.
One must consider also that diabetes is inherit

able, and that every child born of diabetic parents
carries the inheritable gene for the disease.
Diabetes is responsible for the precipitation of
many long illnesses and infections. Bortz (�8) stat.e s
that at the

Lankenaw clinic a large per cen_t of the patients

give a history of infections.
The diabetic during pregnancy ie a candidate for
coma in the first trimester, because of th• increased
cholesteral excreated in the bile causing the bomiting
of

early pregnancy. The vomiting augments the danger
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of diabetic aeidoaia and serioua ketoaia and coma may
develop rapidly.

Herrick and Tillman (29) 1ay that in

■ mn• ca■es abortion may occur even before the coma.

Regulation of inaulln and the diet in the firat trime1ter
may be difficul� or 1mpo■a1bl• du• to the pernicioua
vomitini·•
With diabetes there is an increased chole■teral
con••nt in the blood, and there 1■ an exceaaiv• ■tor
ag• in th• plac•ntal arter1•• with reaulting va■cular
change■ which often cause infarction of placental v
ves■•l•.

An acute infarction in the placenta may

reault in autolyai■ of the affected tia■u• with a lib
eration of peptont, QU&nidin• and hi■tamin• a■ a toxic
■plit groduct of placebtil p�ot•tn((S7).
Wilder and Par1ona (17) state that duri�g
the early months of pregnancy there may be a need tor
larger •o■ea of insulin.

They believe thia la the ba&IS

of the ordinary malaiae (toxemia) of early pregnancy.
During the ■econd trime■ter there 1■ danger of
hypoglycemia and a lowering of the renal thre■hold (32).
Th• third trimester probably offers the greatest
danger■, because it 11 here that we find the greatest
incidence of acidosis, toxemia and hypogiycem1a.

Whit·•

(32) atate■ that the pregnancy favor• the intarcurrenc•
of acidoaia because of the nor�ally lowered alkali
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reserve, depletion of glycogen, and an increased basal
metabolic rate,

If th• mother goes on to term the dnager

of acidosis and coma 11!1 great and serious, because
prolonged labor, anaesthesia, and birth trauma all tend
to precipitate acidosis.
Whit• (9) believes that since pregnancy 11 a great
■train upon the metabolism of carbohydra•• for the non
diabetic woman it is of necessity a far greater car
bohydrate strain for the diabet�o.
There ha• been considerable conflicting views
regarding the effect■ of pregnancy on the inl!lul1n re
quirements of diabetics.

Most inve■tigator■, however,

believe that there is an improved tolerance during the
last trimester.
The recent work of Cuthbert et al (75) on ex
perimental dogs his shown that th• sugar excretio�di-

minished during the latter week or twelve days of ge�tation.
The ins�lin requirement was also diminished.

During

the d�� follow ing delivery the sugar excret ion ro■• to
ra ll again�• milk ■ecretion started.

When the pup■

were weened the sugar excretion rose again. · These
workers (75) explain thi■by suggesting that the fetus
in utero as well as nursing pupa require sugar and amino
acids and their passage either into the fetus or the milk
will decrease the sugar excretion in th• diabetic motJ•�•
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Peckham (38)--l!.a.port■ that in hi■ ■er1•• ot twelve
patient■ the diabetea become■ ■omewhat aggravated during
'11• tir■t two third■ ot th• pregnanc7, but improves aa

the patient approach•• term.

Be ■tat•• tut it deatll

ot th• f•tu• occur• 1a utero an llaediat• break of tb.e'
'

diab•t•• trom control •7 re■ult.

A ca■• ••• reported b7 Lawrence (76) in wb1ok

tb•r• •• a deer•••• 1D carbo� tolerano• 1Ult11 tile
;

twenq ■•Tenth •••k, and troa then until tera tiler• n•
lllpro-.....t.

Tb• s.p,o,,ement wa■ not ma1nta11M4 att•r

labor, however, all11 h• aaoribed it to be 4119 to tile fenl
1n■ul1n aiding th• diabetic mother.

It hall b••· quit• well proT•d tllat if th• ma'9r•1
diab•t•• 1• not well oont�oll•d ther• 1• a bJpertrol)h7
ot tb• fetal ialand■ to compen■at• tor th• mother••

deticienc7 and thu• protect th� pregnant moth•r·i� th•
r

latter month• ot prepano7, but ha• it■ detrllll�ntal

etteot on th• tetu■, beoau■• it ott•n oau••• bJ'pogl7eelld.a
and death. ('77)(5)(80)(21)
Stander and Peckham (78) ■tat• that it 1■ a trequent occurrence tor a wo•n to deTelop d1ab•t•� after

the ■econd �r third pregaano7.

Man7 ot th• o•••• g1T•

a ll1■tor7 of abortion or pre•tur• labor before tu

,, ol1n1oal ■1p■

ot

dia'bet•• are recop1se4.

.. ... rtaa.el••••

tile diabetic factor 1a probabl7 re■poaaibl• tor tile
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accident■ which occur in th••• potential diabetic■•
An 1ntere■t1ng oa■• 1■ cited by Re1nberg•r am
Rowland (61) which bring■ out th• po■■ibl• ■ever•
effect■ of diab•t•■ on pregnancy.
ly well, but a potential diabetic.

Thi■ wa■• wa■ apparent
Sh• had tour pre

gnanci•• and during th• fourth developed ■•v•r• diabet•■

which wa■ controlled with ■om• difficulty.

Sh• waa

delivered by ee■arean aection after eleven hour• ot
labor.(th• baby weighing only tiv• pound■ and two ounce■)
Th• patient got on fine, and went home on th• ninth
day.

Th• blood ■ugar began to _ri••• but waa controlled.
Mter a few day■ •h• developed pain■ in th• ■ciatic
region on th• right aide.

Th• diab•t•• wa■ well controll

ed, foci w•r• ■ouabt, but th• pain continued many month■•

Th• pain finally di■appeared on th• u■• of ar■enic
intramuacularly.

Sh• wa■ on a very ridged diet and'

in■ulin , and in very poor health.
During th• cour•• of pregnancy th•r• ar• aeveral
condition■ which are more likely to ari■• in th• diabetic

than in th• non-diabetic during pregnancy (31).

Among

th••• are hydramnio■ which according to Kramer (26)

occur■ in about 11% of th• oa■•• even though they are
well controlled.
Congenital detect■ ar• quit• common in th••• ·
patient■•

Th• mo■t-co11111on being congenital h•art le■iona,

mon■ter■, meningooale, idiot■ and ga■tro-inte■tinal atr•■1a.
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•14eDo• ot exoe■■ive deTelope■•Dt ot tba tetu■, ••peeSa�
1Ja th• toz•■io patle1at■ (9).

fll1• otter■ 001a■14•a&blA

ob■tetrloal dittloul'7 wla1o� •7 o•••• a proloaged lalt•·

. t�• -oduoiag ao14oa1■,

OOII&

a.ad 4eatll or it •7 ••••••i-

tate 4 t .. ep_a d•lin17 � or C••ar••n ■eotlo• (let_.
A Ce■areu or aQ other operation it do.. 111de•

· a general an•••tliet1o J.• daagerou■, bee•••• 1t u■ualJ.7•
JI_NN!uoe■- ao14o■1■,

COiia

aad 4•ath.

'1q oel"Yloal teu■

ar• al■o •ore llabl• to 1nn■1o• b7 lateotiOlla Ol'pa1- 1■ idle diabetic tbaD 1D tile ■oa-41abet1o. (11)

Aooording to a.rr111.(l) tb• diabetic 1■ pro.. le

bave anemia which lower■ tbeir re■i■ta1ao• to laf•otlo•
and birth trauma.
••• 1■ a coamon t1Dd1ng la tM d1ab•t1o. b• -
••••• t!M7 are pron• to ••••on tbeir lood e�o•••lvel.J'
with ■alt du• to tu low oalori•• in tlaeir dl•t.
co�1tion ■ee■• to aggrante tbe tozellia

ot

1111•

late pre-

-■ff• (1)

Jab1•• born ot diabetic ■otur■ ue pro• to
••�1a and b71>ogl70-■&a (18).

Tlle■e two ooll4itlou

otter great 41tt1oulti•• in tu •-••••nt ot tbe••
babi•••
Aooordiag to llblte (38) -n7 ot tJae diabet1o■

tall to laotat••.

ala 1• probably du• to a laok ot ,.._
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apecitic lactogenic�hormon• ot tha pituitary gland.
At. th• time of delivery and ahortly after, th•
diab•t•• 1• often quite hard to control and th• mother
often go•• into hypoglycellia ■hock or com�. (26)

Tb.•

hypoglycemic •hock muat not be miataken tor diabetic
coma or th• added 1naulin will b• fatal to thl mother.
It appear• that ■inc• th• diabetic 1• already

handicapped by an abnormal augar metaboli•m on• ahoul4
not put th• added ■train of pregnancy upon it.

Aa in

any other· chronic di••••• I believe tbat un-n•c•••ary
additional factor• conatituting in theuelT•• a riak to
th• patient are to be avoided.

It appear■ to m• tut

th• pomplication• and effect■ of diab•t•• on pregnancy
are ao hazardou■ that pregnancy in th• ••v•r• diabet••
■hould be adviaed againat, and ■hould b• limited in
th• potential and mild ca••••
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YII COtJRU OP DllADD'l OP TD PBDBft
DUBJft'IC
Th• diabetic womaa•• obanc•• ot becoming Pl'••
pant ., bavl., an u■eventflll prepanc7 am delivering a
normal obild bav• greatl7 lnor••••d 1lnc• tb• u•• ot
1aaul1n.

Potter and Adair(��) believe that th• ■ore noraal

111• •tabollc prtc••••• can be .-A• th• ■ore noraal
•111 be ber oour•• ot prepano7, a■d tile better tlae

progno111 bo�h tor laer,Jaealtb ancl that of._ latant.
1'1le7 believe that it womea who are anxiou1 to bav• oh114r•n are properl7 controlled with in1ulin and thell' dleta
properl7 regulated there 11 ao evidence to 1Dd1cate

·that th• women will be oertainl7 or permaaent17 bal'llled •
'l'h• problem of managiq th••• pa�i•nt■ 1• purel7
a medical on• uatll th• point ot deciding w_-n and
th• patient 1■ to be delivered.

bow·

Titu1 (12) augge■t■

that.a diabetic ■peciali■t and ob1tetr1o1aa ■houl4 work
in co-oper�tion on th••• ca■•••
According to Peckl:aaa(88) it 11 •1•• to ban all
diabetic patient• aaitted to th• ho1pital a f•• da71
ever7 two or three montJ:u tor a careful cbeck up

OD

blood 1ugar level■ ., 1ugar toler1nc• teat, url�al7111 ancl
dlet·regul.atioa.
Aa 1ugge1ted by_ Wilder and Par■on■ (17) one muat
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alway ■ be on the guard f.or a co-exi■ting renal glyco■uria
with the diabet••·

Wh•r• thi• condition exi■t• careful

blood ■ugar atudi•• mu■t be done to determine th• inauliD
doaage, otherw1•• th• attempt to get th• urine ■ugar

fr•• might reault in a fatal hypoglycemia.
In th• management of th• diabetic on• mu1t be
careful to give adequate in■ulin, _otherw1•• ther e 1• a
t•aA•noy toward hypertrophy of th• 11land1 of Langerhan1
in th• fetal pancr•a•c, am: hence, a bJ'poglycemia in'tb.e
fetu■ ahortly after birth (13).
Wilder and Par aon1 (17) 1ay to ••old th• .keto111,

for one• it develop■ it 1• mor e difficult to control
than in th• ordinary diabetic and 1·f it 11 marked it
1• u■ually accompanied by much nau1ea and vomitin••
T h• thing .to do ·then 11 to build up a normal diet which
will control th• weight of th• patient, and give auff1c1ent
inaulin to prevent ketoaia.

A patient who 11 over-

weight ha• an added ri1k of toxemia and an increa■ed

!•tal mortality according to Herrick and T illman (29).

They 1uggeat that th• 1ncr•••• in w•ight be limited to
twentj five pound■•
One ahould not be too haaty in making change•

in th• diet, becauae according to Snowden'• (79) recent

work there 1• a very definite time requirement for a

complete adjuatment to •ny dietary_cbang• in diabetic■•
Thi• vari•• from thr•• to four day■ to �•veral week■ •
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Therefore, every change-in th• carbobydrat• regime
■hould remain fixed for at least three or four day■
(thi• of cour•• 11 barring •m•r1encie■).

Th• average diet a■ ■ugge■ted b7 Wilder •nd f

Par■on• (17) ■hould contain not more than ■event7 tiv•
gram■ of carbohydrate, titt7 gieam.■ of protein, and one

hundred to two hundred titt7 gram.• of fat.

Th•r• ha■

been ■om• critici■m of diet■ of ■uch con■truction, ■o

called "high tat diet■•

It 1■ ■aid that th•t ma7 pro

voke arterioaclero■i• (80).

Wilder and Par■on■ (17)

believe their good result■ on th• high tat diet wa■ du•
to caretull7 planned diet■ with abundance of vitamin••
(Band C) and mineral■ (lime and iron).

ni.re 1• ■ome

evidence that fat 11 more harmful when th• protein 1■
liberal.

Th• chief rea■on for re■tr1ct1ng th• car�o

h7d,rate content of th• diet 1■ beoau■• ot th• greater
ta11 of management.
According to Par■on■ and Wilder (17) pat�•nt■ on

th• above diet■ are l••• ••n■itiv• to in■ulin, th• dail7
blood ■ugar fluctuation■ are l••• pronounced and th•
dail7 insulin requirement 1• minimal.
Jo■lin (10) believe■ that undernouri■hment 1■
advi■abl• becau■•, there 1■ a tendency toward ■maller
babi•••

According to ill•n (55) the diabetic■ who gained

th• mo■t'weigbt durin�pregnanc7 more trequentl7 gave
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according to th• BenedicL te■t, u■ing fifteen unite

if the te■t 1■ red, tlln unit■ if it 1■ yellow and f1v•
un1t■ if it 1■ green.

Du�1ng th• third trime■ter White (9) ■tat•• that

t�•·baby n••d• fifty gram.a of gluco■• daily.

Th• renal

tbreahold 1• low and th• 1n■ul1n mu■t b• 1ncrea■ed

caut1ou■ly.

At th1■ time th• Ba■al Metabolic rate 1• the

higbe■t and th• alkali reserve at th• lowe■t level.

Th•

ddatlnb•-·•hbuld b• increa■ed to carbohJdrate on• hundred
■•v•nty five to two hundred

gram■, and fat a■

needed.

■mall quantiti•• of ■ugar.

gram■, prptein 11Jtt7 to

aight7

Th• urine ■hould contain
Frequent blood ■ugar deter�

mination■ ■hould be don• to prevent hypoglycemia.
-Biema during th• la■t month■ of pregnancy 11

quite common due to ■alt retention.

Lawrence (76)

recommend■ that ■alt in the diet ahould be limited
routinely in diabetic patient■•

In many of th• ca■•• th• late toxemia 1■ du•

to a glandular imbalance a■ wa■ ■tated in a previou■
chapter.

In th••• ca■•• th• ••rum prolan 11 alway■

high•• than normal and according to Smith and Smith (69)
it exert■ an inhibitory or de■tructive action on the.

•■trin content of th• blood.

Since th• two 1ub1tanc••

)

have an antagon1■t1c action th• action of th• prolan oan
be i�ibited by ma■ a1v• do••• of e■trin.

Th• do■ag• a■
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birth to th• large■t bab.iea, therefore, th• calorie■
■hould be kept low.

White (9) ■ugge■t■ that enough calorie• be ■uppll

•d to corre■pond with th• ri■• of metaboli•m which at

term will lnorea■e to po■■lbl• 20%.

She divide■ th• meal■

■o a■ to 1n•ur• th• greate■t p�ot•�tion again■t acido■ia,
gl70og•n depletion and h7pogl7cem1a.

Th• vomiting or earl7 pregnanc7 augment■ th•

danger of diabetic ·ac1doaia and ■•r1oua keto■i■ ma7
develop rapidly.
coma (29).

In ■o• ca••• abortion may.occur beror•

Th• regulation or in■ul1n aDd the diet in

the fir■t trime■ter ma7 be difficult or even 1mpoa■1ble.
Herrick and Tillman (29) believe that a� oarbobJ'

drate intake 1• beat adapted to tll• treatment of both

keto1i■ and the vomiting of pregnanc7.

Th•7 ■ugge■t

two hundred pug of carbohydrate dail7 given in five

ot 11.Jc feeding• at two hour interval• and in■ulin a■

often a■ indicated.

For th• early ca••• of nau■•a and vomiting Doctor
Jo■lin'• emergency treatment work• very well according

to Whit• (9).

In thi• treatment h• give■ hourl7 feed

ing■ and th• admini■tratlon of in■ulin at tbr•• hour
interval■•

H• u••• a ratio of carbohydrate on• -hundred

fift7 gram■ , Protein ■ixt7 gram■ and ta, 1ixt7 to elght7

gram■ •

-Th• in1ulin 1• admini■tered ever7 thr•• hour■
.

,

r
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according to th• Benedicz te■t, u■ing fifteen unit•

if th• te■t 1• red, tan unit■ if it 1■ yellow and f'1v••

un1t■ if it 1■ green.

During th• third trime■ter White (9) ■tat•• that
the.baby need ■ titty gram■ or gluco■• daily.

Th• renal

thre■hold 1■ low and th• in■ulin mu■t b• increa■ed
cautiou■ly.

At thl• time the Ba■al Metabolic rate 1■ the

highe■t and th• alkali reserve at the lowe■t level.

Th•

dd.atlnbiL·■hbuld be increa■•d to carbohJdrate on• hundred
■eventy five to two hundred gram■, prptein ■ixty to eight7
gram■, and fat•• needed.

■mall quantitl•• of ■ugar.

Th• urine ■hould contain
Frequent blood ■ugar d•t•r�

mination■ ■hould be don• to prevent hypoglycemia.
Jt!.ema during th• la■t month■ ot pregnancy 1■

quite common du• to ■alt retention.

Lawrence (76)

recommend■ that ■alt in the diet ahould be limited
routinely in diabetic patient■•

In many of the ca■•• the late toxemia 1■ du•
to a glandular imbalance a■ wa■ ■tated in a previou■
chapter.

In th••• ca■•• the ■•rum prolan 1• alway■

high•• than normal and according to Smith and Smith (69)

it exert■ an inhibitory or de■tructive action on the.

e■trin content of th• blood.

Since th• two ■ub■tanc••

}

have an antagon1■t1c.act1on th• action of th• prolan oan
b• 1�1b1ted by ma■■iv• do••• ot e■trin.

Th• do■age a■
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and Tillman (29) reduce- th• in•ulin to one-half th•
initial dose at th• on■•t of labor, giving additional

insulin aa indicated by the b1ood, urine and carbon
dio•id• combining power.

ill•n (35) beli•v•• that th• fetu■ 1• beat protect
ed by maintaining an adequate output of augar from th•
mother during labor.

Thi• 1• alao th• opinion of

Ketteringham and Auatin (55) who give dextro■• intra
venoualy during th• aecond atag• of l�bor which cau•••
a hyperglycemia in th• mother at delivery and in th•

fetua at birth.

Th• mother'• blood augar uaually return•
.

.

to normal in three to four hour■ and the baby will have
at birth an average blood augar of on• hundred ninety
two to two hundred aixty ■even milligram■ percent which
1• within normal limit■ (5.5)_.

During a normal delivery Whit• (9) reco111J1•M•

that the patient receive two hundred to three hundred
gram■ of carbohydrate by mouth or intravenoualy during

the fir■t twenty four hour■ after delivery and inaulin
every three hour■ according to the qualitative teat
de■cribed above.
From th• experiment■ of Banting and Be■t (82)

it waa found that when th• dog■ were aneathetized there
waa only a alight reduction in th• blood augar, wherea■,
if th• dog■ were unaneathetized th• blood ■ugar wa■
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lowered for ■everal hour_a.

Thia fact waa ■oon recogniz

ed clinically for ob■tetrician■ noticed that ether and
chloroform tended to induce coma.

Ron■heim (31) ■tat•• that a general anae■the1ia
may precipitat• an attack of coma and death.

He ■ugge1t■

that prolonged labor b• avo1d6d and ■pinal an• ■thia be

uaed in all •�gical del1ver1••, becau ■e it ha■ no
effect on th• ■tat• of acidoai■ •

�any of tti. worker■ (9)(10)(30)(33)(66) feel that

■pinal or_ local anae■the■ia.1■ th• beat procedure a■ it
do•• not aggaavate acidosia and th• ■pinal ane■the■ia gives
perfect relaxation.

Th• choice ot delivery in th••• c•••• mu■t haYe

apec1al conaideration. Whit• (9) believe■ everything ahould

be con■idered before deciding-on th• method of

delivery. On• ■hould consider f�nance■, .ruture pregnanci 1es,
chronic disease, occup�t1on, mental ■train, phya1cal
cond1t1en, predi■poaed di•••••• of d1abetea, the po■■1b111ty of a long la bor and toxemia.
There 1• con■iderabl• argument a■ to whether
a Ce■arean ■ection ■hould be done on all diabetic patient■
early in th• eighth month, or whether they ahould be

allowed to have a normal labor.
Several a uthoriti•• (29) (35) believe that th•

Ce■arean ■ect1on ■hould b• r�••rv•d for (1) ■trict ob-
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■tetr1c indication■, (2) tho•• in whom ■terillsation
1• urgently indicated, and (3) tho■e patient■ in whom
th• previou■ ob■tetric hi■tory reveal■ a_ previou■ ■t1ll
b1rth which wa■ not du• to th• u■ual ob■tetric comp
lication■•
Whit• (9) 1• a ■trong believer in doing a Ce■arean
■ection on all patient■ in th• ••�ly part of th• eighth.
month.

Sh• ■tat•• "Th• premature delivery of th• fully

developed,tthough chronologically premature datut ot
th• diab•tic mother by Ce■arean ■ection 1■ the ob■tetrl

oian■ ■ucce■■ful an■wer to th• prevention of th• death
and decay of the ov•r-■iz• fetua.•

M•ngert and Laughlin (15) both fe.el that Ut add
•4s1tital1.J11ortality, premature mortality and maternal
morbidity and mortality over-weigh th• benefit■ obtain
ed by th• routine Ce■arean ■ection.

Titu■ (12) and Ron■heim (31) both feel that all

in■ulin mother■ and ■ick diabetic■ who ■hould have no
more than on• or pa■■ibl• two pregnanc1•• ■hould be
delivered by De■arean ■ection.

Th• child take■ u an

added value in th••• ca••• and Ce■arean ••otion 1■ not
a radical procedure.

On• ■hould be ■ure that th• baby 1■ viable be

fore doing a Ce■arean.

An Xray after th• · ••v•nth

month 1·■ helpful in determining th• ■1z• and thu■
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e■timating th• time when the -child 1■ viable (la).

Ron■h•im (31) advi■•• an ■terilization on all

ca■•• who n•c•■■itate a Ge■arean ■eotioll. Thi■ pre-

vent■ t"utur• pregnanoi•• and routine •-ortion■ •h�cb
are dangerou■ in• the diabetic.

U Ce■arean ■•c�ion wa■ adopted a■ a routine on

all ca••• of di ab•t•• there would be numerou■ error■

m�d•,. beoau■• the re would� po11ible mi■talm■ in

d1agno■ia. Without th• proper laboratory equipment renal

· glyoo■uria, laoto■�1a and non-d1abej;io a41do■i■ in .

pregnancy ma7 be ml■taken tor diabete■ •� t�• pati•nt

would be ■ubjeoted to •••dl••• ■urgical- hazard which
would render th•· patient and ob■tetr.1cal cripple.'

A well controlled diabetic who beo·�me■ pregnant
11 ., ob1tetricall7 ■peaking, a normal wo•n• Theretort,
according t� Mengert and Laughlin (15), the patient
■hould aot �s■ubjected

to.induction ol labor or op

erative intervention m•r•l7 becau■• ■h• waa diabetic.

On• thing which mu■t be guard!d again■t during

labor 1■ hypogl7cemia. At thi■ t:1m• of labor th• p atient

i■ very ••n■itiv• to 1n■ul1n and th• ·,cio■ • mu■t be

re

duced con1iderabl7. Ill {83) cite■ a ca■• which after

tour hour■ of labor was on ■even unit■ of ia■ulin and bad

a blood·■ugar of ••v•nty n1n• a1111gram1 pereent. Silt

hour■ after d•l1very th• blood ■ugar wal!I' thr•• hundred
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thirty eight milligram■ percent, and th• patient wa1
■tabilized on forty,unit1 of in■ulin daily thereafter.
Th• mother ■hould try to nur■• th• baby if

po■■ibl• becau■e it often improve■ th• tolerance for
carbohydrate du• to th• tran1ferenc• of the blood ■ugar
to th• brea■t milk (7).

Care ■hould b• taken in giving

in■ulin to nurai ng women a■ they are very ••n■itiv• to
in■ulin.

Wilder and Par■on■ (17) explain thi1 a■ b•ing

du• to a du'icit of ■ugar in th• blood re■ulting from
accelerat•d removal of th• blood ■ugar by lac•ation.

Th• hazard of infection •••m• to be pronounced

. in the diabetic.

In reviewing the literature Herrick

and Tillman (29) e■timated the puerperal morbidity to
be 41% a■ judged by a temperature of 100.4 for two
con■eoutiv• reading■ after twenty four hour■ following
delivery.

Th• Ob■tetrician mu■t ·avoid all undue trauma

and practice th• ■tri�t• ■t,a■ep■i■ in th• diabetic

patient■ and where there 1■ any ■urgery or repair

work don• Whit• (9) ■tat•• that on• hundred gram■ ot
L

carbohydrate ■hould be given during the fir■t twenty
four hour■ and ■ufficient in■ulin to keep thl blood
■ugar level within normal limi�••

It 1• often thought tha t th• d1a b�t1c'• conditioa 1•

improved during pregna ncy in many ca ■••·

Any im

provement in th• pa tient-during pregna ncy 1■ merely
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du• to clo■er ob■ervati.QD and better co-operation of tb•
patient according to Kramer (26).

Tb•r• are many method■ ot treatment for pregnant

diabetic■, but all aim toward tbe ■am• end result■
which are namely, controlling th• diabete■; preventing
abortion, mi■carriage, and macerated ■tillbirtb■,
preventing toxemia, and delivering a normal live baby
with th• least po■■ibl• ■train on th• mother.
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VIII CONCLUSIONS
Diabetea 1• a chronic, incapacitating dlaeaa•
prediapoa1ng to premature development of old age.

It

ia manifeated b7 arter1oacleroai■, retinal heaai,nllage■ ,
cataract■, diabetic neuritit, and toxemia■ of pregnanc7.
� expreased by Joal1n the actual age of th• diabetic
la not their cbronologic age, but more nearly their

cb.ronologic age plua th• number of year■ of duration
of th• diaea■e.
Uncontrolled diabetea will almo■t alwa7a reault
in abortion, miacarriage or premature birth of a live
baby which ma7 or ma7 not aurvive, �r it may result in

death of th• fetua in utero a f�w •••k• before term.

Heredity 1• reaponaibl• for at leaat 25% of all

ca••• of diabet•••

There ehee3 t7pea of pregnant d1abet1ca2
1. Th• diabetic who becom•• pregnant_.

2. Th• pregnant woman who developa diabetea.
3. Tb• pregnant woman who at no time abow■ an7
ev1d•nce of d1abetea, but in whom, after
a cata■troph• baa be■•t th• pregnanc7, evidence
of a latent diabetea 1• e■tabl1ah•d b7 her
re■pon■e to th• augar tolerance tA•*t·

-. Latent d1abetea ia a greater menace to th•

fetua than frank d1abetea, and it 1• 1n th1a type that
abortion•, atillbirtha, and toxemia• are common.
Th• pattern of pregnancy 1a uauall7 repeated.
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Th• pa■t history of ab.o.P-tion■, stillbirth■ and premature■

are important and ■ugge■tive of diab•t•••

Obe■ity 1■ oharaot,ri■tic in famili•• who ■bow
diab•t•• and i■ probably of glandular origin.
Children who are potential diabetic■ have a
tendency toward an increa■•d bone age and inorea■ed
height, both du• probably to glandular origin.
A■

•um•

that diabet•• will develop in per■on1

homozygoa■ for a rece■■iv• gen• - do 1ugar tolerance
te■t and blood ■ugar determination� routinely on th•••
patient■ •

A hiatory of previou• ■tillbirth■ occur long
before th• patient develop■ clinical diabet••·

Th•

glyco■uria ia only another or perhap■ a 1at,r manifeata-·
tion of a condition that may produce larger babi•• and
■ometim•• kill them before birth�

Blood ■ugar determination ■ , urinaly1i1, and ■ugar

tolerance teat■ ■hould be don• on all ca■•• to differ
entiate diabete■ Mellitu1, from diabete■ t•1ipidu1 and

th• glyco■urias of a low thr•■hold kidnay.

Blood ■ugar determination■ are nece ■■ary to

determine th• do■age of in■ulin which will control

th• diabetes properly without the1Jdange» of developing
acido■i■ or hypoglycemia.
If th• patient 11 anxiou■ to have children there
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1• no evidence to 1nd1ca..ta. that ■h• will be certainly
and permanently harmed_prov1d1ng that ■h• 1■ properly

controlled by insulin, ha■ a regulated diet and 1 ■ given

auffieient hormone therapy.
Diabetic wom•• ahould not have num.erou■ pregnanciea.
In th• diabetic• there 1• a tendency toward a
later drop in ••rum proian, a later appearance ot ••rum.
eatrin and an earl1•r and more pronounced riae in th•

••rum prolan toward term.

Thi• deviation from normal

may be linked with th• high incidence of toxemia in
diabetic pregnanci•••
A ri■e in th• ••rum prolan 1• apparent ·at leaat
■ix week■ before clinical diagno■ia of a tox•�ia can be
made.

Careful blood chemical teat■ will indicate which
patient■ are potentially toxemic and wben hormone ther
apy ahould be ■tarted to prevent accident■ to the tetua
and mother.
Th• pregnant diabetic 1■ a medical caas until
th• time to decide th• mod• of delivery.�
Every ca■• ahould be individualized, and every
factor carefully con■idered before deciding what mode ot
delivery will be ■ elected.
Hormone (e■trin) therapy ahould be tried in all
ca■•• who are indicated b� blood chemi■try to be potent
�1all7 toxemic.
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C•••• who show no deviation of th• prolan and
•■trin from normal leve11·will progr••• to term and have
a normal delivery providing th• diab•t•• 11 controlled.

In ••v•r• oa■•• where only on• baby 11 allbwed

or in ca■•• where no previou■ pregnancy ha■ re■ulted
in a live baby a Ce■arean ■ection ■hould be don• about

three we•k• before term.

ill oa■•• 1hould be x-rayed before ■ubmitting

them to a C•■arean ■ection to in■ur• that th• fetu■
11 large -enough to b• viable.

Infant■ of diabetic mother■ are pron• to a■phyx1a.
Infants of diabetic mother■ ■hould be placed on

routine premature oar.•• regardl••• o°f weight, ■inc• th1■
11 th• moat efficient way of giving th••• babi•• th•
con■tant nur■ing care which they require.
Any ■urgical delivery or repair 1hould b• don•
under local or ■pinal ane■the■ia, becau■• th••• an
aesthetic• do not augment acido1i1.
Patient■ are very ••n■itiv• to inaulin during
labor.

Th• doa• ahould be reduced con■iderabl� and

hourly urinaly■i• run�

Th• patient ahould
' receive gl�co■• during th•
cour■• of labor and inaulin a■ indicated by th• Benedict
teat.

Thia protect■ th• mother against acido■ia and th•

baby from hypoglycemia •
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Th• whole ■,-ndro.m• which we call diabete■ and
it■ complicating factor■ during pregnancy are produced
by a glandular imbalance produced primarily by th•
pituitary gland.

Th• •o-operation of an internist ■killed in th•

management of diabetes, an ob■tetrioian, and a lab
oratory technician 1■ th• be■t way of meeting th•
propl•m■·present•d by a pregnant diabetic and her infant.
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